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“A purer frame, a greater power rewards the sacrifice. It is the conversion of our harvest into seed. As the farmer casts into the ground the finest ears of his grain, the time will come when we, too, shall hold nothing back, but shall eagerly convert more than we now possess into means and powers, when we shall be willing to sow the sun and the moon for seeds.”

Ralph Waldo Emerson, *Man The Reformer*, 1841.
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FOREWORD

More than ten years have passed since the ill-fated attempt by the Whitlam Government, and later by Gough Whitlam himself as a private member, to introduce a national compensation scheme. In spite of the lapse of time, the philosophy of the Woodhouse Report, upon which the Whitlam legislation was based, remains as relevant today as it was when written in 1974.

This book, which takes up the story from 1974, includes an exposition of more recent proposals for reform of accident compensation law, only some of which have found their way into the statute books. The most important and far-reaching of recent proposals, namely the Transport Accident Scheme proposed for New South Wales by the New South Wales Law Reform Commission and the legislation for a no-fault Transport Accident Scheme in Victoria, are yet to be implemented.

The inappropriateness of a fault-based system financed from a compulsory third party insurance fund has been exposed repeatedly and the arguments are reproduced in the first chapter of the book. The remaining two chapters are devoted to a critical account of different benefit structures for no-fault schemes.

The publication of the book is particularly timely, given the uncertain future of proposed reforms in New South Wales, Victoria and also South Australia. Labor governments at both the State and Federal level have failed in their responsibility to elevate public debate on accident compensation reform. They have left the running to highly organised professional lobby groups which have expended large sums of money on public advertising of an undisguisedly biased and often hysterical kind. That this propaganda has not been countered by balanced and comprehensive information from Government is a grave disappointment.

The political task of introducing significant reform at State level has not been helped by the apparent lack of interest on the part of the Commonwealth Government in providing tangible support for the introduction of no-fault compensation, one consequence of which would be of significant financial benefit to the Commonwealth. Any system of periodic earnings-related compensation, typical of a no-fault scheme, will relieve the social security system and add to tax revenue. Yet, there is no evidence of the Commonwealth's support for State governments prepared to move in this direction even though progressive introduction of no-fault compensation at State level is part of current Labor Party policy.
FOREWORD

In the face of such lack of commitment on the part of government, this book is a welcome reminder of fundamentally important principles. It also provides a most up-to-date account of what is, and what is not, happening at the legislative level. It is to be hoped that the book will reach a wide audience including not only lawyers who seek to properly inform themselves of the current state of the law and the choices available for its improvement but also every person interested in compensation reform.

Colin Phegan
University of Sydney
November 1986.
PREFACE

Australia is at present undergoing a radical reassessment of compensation for personal injury caused by accidents. We are in the midst of far-reaching legal and social reforms. This book is an overview of the present situation in this country and of possible directions that future reforms may take. Because of the changing nature of the law in this area it is not possible to consider all the proposals for compensation reform that are being canvassed in Australia. Consequently this book does not consider the recent South Australian proposals for reform of transport accidents and workers' compensation nor aspects of the proposals and debates in Queensland, Western Australia, the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory. At the time of writing, the Commonwealth Department of Social Security, through the Department of Employment and Industrial Relations, launched two option papers proposing fundamental reform of Commonwealth workers' compensation arrangements. [Possible Models For Reform, and Details of Some Aspects of Possible Reform, November 1986]. The book therefore focuses on the basic principles involved in the compensation debate and the major reforms being contemplated in New South Wales and Victoria.

This work had its origin as an honours dissertation for a Bachelor of Laws degree at Macquarie University in 1985. I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Margaret Thornton, Senior Lecturer in Law, Macquarie University who was supervisor for the project. I wish to thank Beverly Caska, Librarian of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission, for her valuable assistance with references and allowing access to the Commission's formidable collection of materials. I would also like to thank Lynette Wagland for typing the manuscript and the proof readers at various stages: Lizbet Ayres, Jacqueline Elliott and David Grainger. Thanks also to Alan Clayton, of the Victorian Department of Management and Budget. I wish to record my gratitude to the publisher, Legal Books, especially Roger Hughes, and to Professor Colin Phegan for writing the foreword. The writer assumes sole responsibility for any omissions or errors that may appear in the text.

Cover illustration is by kind permission of Macquarie Library Pty. Ltd., publishers of the Macquarie Dictionary.

This book is dedicated to my parents, John and Margaret.

MARK ANTHONY ROBINSON
November 1986
Canberra, A.C.T.
INTRODUCTION

Most people do not think about accident compensation until they have to. They are not aware of the complex, inequitable, inconsistent and inefficient systems of providing compensation to victims of accidents. They do not realise that compensation for accident victims could vastly improve because they do not know that anything is wrong. Well, something is wrong. Something is very wrong in the way compensation is provided in this country.

There is a better way. A better scheme for compensation. It proposes a new deal for accident victims. It will abolish most of the unfairness of the present system. It will rid the country of outdated nineteenth century notions of liability and replace them with a realistic concept based on the responsibility of the community as a whole.

Responsibility for the compensation and care of the unfortunate victims of accidents can no longer be shirked. This responsibility includes their rehabilitation so that they may have the maximum opportunity to regain their self-worth and usefulness to the community.

Proposals for a national comprehensive compensation scheme for personal injury are not new. A national scheme was proposed in this country in 1974 and came very close to being enacted. Twelve years have now passed. The inadequacy of the present system is even more acute than it was then. The spiralling costs of workers' compensation, the near blow-outs in third party motor vehicle insurance funds, the massive delay and expense of court actions and the critical shortage of rehabilitation facilities are testament to this fact.

No-fault compensation means, simply, that you do not have to prove the fault of somebody else in order to receive compensation. This will be a fundamental feature of a new national comprehensive compensation scheme.

The fault-based system, called the common law negligence action, is the major system of accident compensation in this country. Other systems include workers' compensation, which provides limited no-fault compensation to all earners and varies from State to State, limited statutory compensation schemes, such as criminal and sporting injuries schemes and the comparatively recent emergence of no-fault motor vehicle accident compensation schemes in a few States. Apart from these schemes, the only means of support available to accident victims is the social security system, which does not pay compensation, but gives mere subsistence payments.
This book is essentially an overview of no-fault accident compensation in Australia and the fault/no-fault debate. It contains an evaluation and critique of various no-fault compensation schemes that have been proposed or are currently operating in Australia. It concentrates on motor vehicle accident schemes and relies in great measure on the 1974 Australian Woodhouse Report titled *Compensation and Rehabilitation in Australia* and the recent monumental report of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission *Report on a Transport Accidents Scheme for New South Wales*. It explores the possibility of an emerging national compensation scheme and the above works must be a starting point for any serious consideration of a new national scheme.

Chapter One *A Critique of Fault* examines what the fault principle is, and where it came from. It examines the present objections to the principle and the validity of those objections. The relevance of the principle in today’s society is discussed.

Chapter Two *Compensation Schemes and Proposals* outlines and evaluates the no-fault compensation schemes that are currently operating in this country. It discusses the Woodhouse proposals and considers the comprehensive compensation scheme operating in New Zealand. The main focus of attention is on the recent New South Wales proposals for a limited no-fault transport accident scheme. The proposed scheme is designed to be capable of extension into a national scheme. The proposals also offer the most recent and extensive coverage of the relevant issues to date. The Chapter also describes and evaluates the recent changes to workers’ compensation and, at the time of writing, the proposed transport accidents compensation scheme in Victoria.

Chapter Three *The Philosophy of a New Scheme* examines the general principles that should govern a new compensation scheme. Principles of community responsibility, comprehensive entitlement and administrative efficiency are canvassed. The possible goals of compensation are discussed and aligned with the goals of a “needs-based” or “income-related” scheme. Chapter Three also considers the position of people who did not earn an income at the time of their accident. How do you compensate non-earners? The Chapter concludes with an observation of the recent trend in compensation initiatives. There is developing a “care-based” attitude to accident victims. This regards the provision of long-term care and support services and the extension of rehabilitation facilities as being equal to or more important than the provision of monetary compensation. The new attitude is considered and evaluated.

Accident compensation is an issue that will not go away. Sooner
or later, and probably sooner, the legal profession, academics and the general public must become fully aware of the complex and difficult issues that are involved in the accident compensation debate. This book provides the basic material for an informed consideration of the major issues to be confronted both at present and in the future.
A CRITIQUE OF FAULT

The fault principle

The concept of fault has dominated almost the entire law of torts. Even in the 1980s many people including members of the legal profession regard fault as the fabric of compensation for personal injury. Such persons have defended, and will defend, the principle in the face of the many criticisms levelled against it. This chapter will focus on what the fault principle is, how it operates in practice, and what are the criticisms.

The fault principle asserts that it is just that a person who causes loss or damage to another by his or her fault should be required to compensate that person. Similarly, a person who causes loss or damage to another without fault, should not be required to compensate the other.¹

In earlier times, the law in England applied a principle of strict liability under which a person causing injury to another was liable to compensate the injured person regardless of whether fault could be established. This principle apparently served well enough in a predominantly agricultural community. With the advent of industrialization in the nineteenth century, the modern tort of negligence based on the moral precept that there should be no liability without fault, replaced strict liability.² The conventional explanation for this development is that the new doctrine struck a balance between the conflicting demands of an expanding industrialized society. It was necessary both to encourage individual initiative and to compensate individuals who sustained injuries as the result of another person’s activities. Viewed in an historical perspective, the emergence of the modern negligence action restricted the liability of defendants rather than expanded it. The action could be justified on ethical grounds, since liability depended on showing that the defendant had failed to exercise reasonable care on a matter which was within his or her own control. Liability could also be justified as a means of exacting retribution from a negligent defendant and as a device for deterring careless behavior. The principle was formulated and applied before the use of motor vehicles had become almost universal in the community. Fleming² states that the movement towards fault coincided with, and was undoubtedly influenced by, the demands of the industrial revolution. He says: “It was felt to be in the better interest of an advancing economy to subordinate the security of
individuals, who happened to become casualties of the new machine age, rather than fetter enterprise by loading it with the cost of 'inevitable' accidents. Liability for faultless causation was geared to impede progress because it gave the individual no opportunity for avoiding liability by being careful and thus confronted him with the dilemma of either giving up his projected activity or shouldering the cost of any resulting injury.3

Both the Woodhouse Committee and the New South Wales Law Reform Commission have examined the fault principle. Their conclusions are broadly similar in highlighting the deficiencies of the fault principle as applied to modern day conditions. The terms of reference of the Woodhouse Committee directed that the Committee examine the establishment of a no-fault system of personal injury compensation. This reference was later extended to include incapacity due to sickness. As a consequence of this reference, the Committee did not feel the need to justify the abolition of the fault-based negligence action. However, since it received a number of submissions advocating the retention of fault, the Committee did deal with the issues, although in a somewhat one-sided fashion.

The preliminary argument the Committee used was that the issues involved depict a social problem of growing concern.4 This was followed by a number of quotations, mainly from jurists, designed to illustrate the criticisms which have been directed at the fault system during the past 30 years. The Committee then examined the philosophy of the fault-based system in Australia, and the system in practice, including discussion of the risks of litigation, the enormous delays, the negative effects of the system on rehabilitation, and the costs. This powerful attack on the common law was to some extent substantiated by empirical research undertaken by the Committee.

The Woodhouse Committee faced some criticism for the unbalanced and one-sided case against the common law.5 The Committee said very little about the advantages of the common law. The same criticism cannot be made against the New South Wales Law Reform Commission in its treatment of the fault issues. The Commission gave detailed consideration to the arguments for and against the preservation of the common law in the Issues Paper Accident Compensation (1982), the Working Paper (1983) and the Final Report (1984). The reason for such a detailed examination of fault was two-fold. The terms of reference for the Commission did not indicate that the State Government had already committed itself to a no-fault scheme. By contrast, the Woodhouse Committee reference specifically stated that the Federal Government planned
to introduce a no-fault scheme. Also, the large number of submissions that were made to the Law Reform Commission demanded that a proper and complete investigation of the issues be undertaken. The Commission’s stated challenge was to devise a system which effectively overcame the deficiencies of the common law, while not abandoning its more positive features.

A number of people believe that the fault system fulfills community expectations. The Law Society of New South Wales has stated: “Community concepts of fairness and justice demand that if a person is injured through the fault of some other person and his life is thereby interrupted he should be compensated.” The common law is thus perceived as having a “corrective justice” function. This function does not hold up well when realities of insurance, particularly compulsory insurance, are considered. Compulsory third party insurance negates a central aim of the fault principle, that the wrongdoer must pay. Instead, the loss is spread to the community. However, payments from the fund are selective, and only those who are fortunate enough to be able to establish fault will receive compensation. The Woodhouse Committee refers to the fault theory as a “frugal screening device” which continues to survive not for any moral purpose, but for hard reasons of economy. The Committee concludes: “The fault system fails to accept the philosophy that is said to support it. It does nothing at all for the innocent victims of no-fault accidents. By compulsory insurance it removes all personal responsibility from those who are supposed to bear the cost of fault accidents. It operates by shifting on to the broad shoulders of the general community the losses of carefully selected plaintiffs. And, paradoxically, without the obligation of insurance, its attraction for both plaintiffs and defendants would disappear.”

Professor Atiyah has drafted an “indictment” of the fault principle. These charges may serve as an appropriate basis for further discussion. Count 1: “The compensation payable bears no relation to the degree of fault”. Atiyah notes how it is not generally material whether the fault of the defendant was gross or slight. If there is fault, the defendant is liable to pay full compensation. This can be a catastrophic liability. Count 2: “The compensation payable bears no relation to the means of the defendant.” It is the alleged aim of the civil law to compensate, not to punish. However, fault operates regardless of capacity to pay. The fault system can only operate because of the existence of insurance. Count 3: “The fault principle is not a moral principle because a defendant may be negligent without being morally culpable and vice versa”. Because of the objective way fault is
viewed in law, personal qualities of the person involved are ignored. Objective standards do not require that a defendant have any consciousness of moral wrong-doing, or risk, or danger of conduct. Count 4: “The fault principle pays insufficient attention to the conduct or needs of the plaintiff”. The courts do not consider any meritorious acts of the plaintiff, but focus attention when there has been some fault. For example, a heroic person of limited means who is severely injured in a rescue attempt receives no damages unless he or she can show fault on someone’s part. Conversely, someone whose conduct is selfish, and who has ample means to bear any loss sustained recovers full damages if negligence can be shown. Count 5: “Justice may require payment of compensation without fault.” Neither in law nor in morality is fault the only ground in which a person may be required to compensate another. Count 6: “Fault is an unsatisfactory criterion for liability because of the difficulties caused in adjudicating on it”. Atiyah’s final count is based on the practical problems associated with proving fault, and the difficulties involved in concentrating too much on one specific case to the exclusion of statistical and other evidence about accidents of the kind in question.

In considering the underlying basis of fault, it is useful to examine the purported aims of a fault-based system. It is important to note that the aims of the system are themselves the subject of much debate. However, it is possible to categorise the aims as appeasement, justice (morality), deterrence, and compensation. The argument that appeasement is one of the aims of tort law is based on the proposition that the infliction of injury will lead to retaliation by the victim, his or her family and friends. Therefore, the victim must be “appeased” by action against the wrongdoer. The Law Council of Australia has stated: “From experience one knows that people get very angry about being knocked down by a drunk driver—more angry than if it is a mere accident. There is a sense of grievance, which to some extent is satisfied by the common law action . . .”. There exists some considerable doubt as to whether appeasement is, or has ever been a clear aim of fault-based system. Certainly there is no unquestionable evidence to support such an aim. Commentators Glasbeek and Hasson have argued that there is little historical or modern day merit in the theory: “We feel that the argument that appeasement justifies the law of torts’ insistence on the requirement of fault to establish liability is totally incredible”.
**Justice and morality**

Professor Glanville Williams views the justice objective as having two aspects. The first, which he terms “ethical retribution”, is a moral argument that a wrongdoer, someone at fault, must be punished. The second aspect, “ethical compensation”, proposes that the ethics of society require that a wrongdoer makes good the loss occasioned by the victim. The argument claims that: “Common sense morality suggests that a man who has been negligent ought to pay compensation to those whom he injures. Someone must bear the loss, and we think it better that this loss should rest on the person at fault than on the innocent person on whom it happens to fall. Like every other ethical proposition, this is an intuition which cannot ultimately be proved or disproved, but can only be held or rejected”. The justice/morality argument, as a major aim of the fault principle in modern times, has been soundly criticised and rejected. The basic reason is that liability based on fault, as it operates in practice, has little to do with any principle that the wrongdoer must pay. As earlier noted, compulsory third party motor vehicle insurance, compulsory workers’ compensation, and widespread liability insurance have undermined any notion that the individual must pay. Instead, the costs of liability are spread widely throughout the community in the form of motor vehicle registration fees and higher prices. Other arguments against the justice/morality concept are included in Atiyah’s “indictment”.

While it is relatively easy to catalogue the deficiencies of the justice/morality argument in practice, it is much more difficult to challenge the basic assumptions on which the argument is made. Is there a widely held notion of “common sense morality” in the community? If so, is it reflected in the common law? Or could it be that the public’s perception of justice and morality is moulded and shaped by the existing rules and norms? Sally Lloyd-Bostock has examined the question of “common sense morality” in relation to accident compensation. A survey of 1,000 accident victims was conducted in England by the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, Oxford, in 1977. The evidence of the views of these victims was analysed by Lloyd-Bostock in an attempt to test the morality theory. The survey revealed that accident victims seem to attribute fault in a way which justifies the compensation claim available. Fault is attributed most often in the kind of accidents where the possibility of compensation is likely to occur to the victim. For example, in road accidents (where liability depends on the fault of the other driver) fault is attributed to the immediate causes,
whereas in work accidents (where the employer is compulsorily insured) it is a less proximate, background cause which predominates. Lloyd-Bostock concludes from the study that accident victims attribute fault for their accidents and responsibility for compensating them as a reflection of the existing laws. In other words, she has empirically demonstrated that the public perception of justice and morality in accident compensation is not reflected in the law, but is shaped and directed by the law. The idea, then, of a widely held common sense morality which dictates to accident victims where fault and liability should be attributed breaks down: "The victim often appears not to have his own independent, strong feelings about what should happen—he simply does not really know. In particular, he has no idea how much money he should get. It is not just a matter of not knowing his legal rights or how much he could receive. In a situation which is unfamiliar, he lacks specific norms of his own and does not feel competent to generate them for himself from more general principles because there is a range of possibilities. What he feels is, therefore, often largely the result of what his lawyer, trade union, the police, friends and others have suggested to him since his accident. Having arrived at an account (amount) he may then vigorously defend it".

What is now left for the moral argument in accident compensation? Andre Tunc contends that because legal fault is unquestionably divorced from moral culpability in accidents (because of the "chance" of accidents and the objective standard of the reasonable person), and tort law has not lived up to its aim of ethical compensation, the moral law demands a new philosophy of accident compensation which would inspire specific laws. In an argument similar to Atiyah's Counts 1, 3 5 and 6 against the fault principle, Tunc declares that the major challenge to be addressed by the tort jurist in the contemporary world is the reconciliation of the following two principles: the moral law demands that when someone has taken a deliberate decision, that person must bear the responsibility for what has been done; when an accident has occurred, the moral law demands as a matter of priority that the victim be indemnified. In a no-fault accident compensation scheme, these two principles could be satisfactorily reconciled. The moral law which demands that the victim has access to rehabilitation and compensation would be assured as of right. The law which demands that people bear responsibility for their actions could be maintained by an extension or refinement of the criminal law and other statutory requirements. However, the questions should be asked: is it just to leave responsibility upon
the individual "wrongdoer" when accidents are caused by a myriad of contributing factors? Should not society bear a large portion of the responsibility for victims of an activity which society allows and facilitates? Sir Owen Woodhouse has argued, "Since the community as a whole readily accepts all the advantages, surely there must be a heavy responsibility upon that same community to support the burden that falls upon the random casualties?" He argues that the lawyer would say "no". The lawyer has grown up with the concept of immediate and individual causation. He would find it difficult to understand why doctors, economists, social workers and scientists criticise the law in this area. The lawyer is unable to appreciate that what he or she has been taught to regard as a legal problem is nothing of the sort: it is a social problem with the widest implications.

In the Senate Committee Inquiry into the 1974 Woodhouse proposals, evidence from the Royal Australian College of Surgeons Injury Research Unit was given to bring out the environmental and socio-economic factors related to accident causation. The Committee continued, "Yet the fault system relies upon the 'negligence' factor to determine a right to compensation notwithstanding that accidents are caused by many different factors and that innocent victims may suffer injury without any other person being negligent." Much of the criticism of the law in this area centres on the fact that the law concentrates on "the" cause of a loss. While it takes account of other factors, it still places primary significance on one incident or connected series of incidents to determine cause. The concentration is not only on an individual incident, but also an individual person or body purported to be "the" cause of a loss. While the courts may use legal rules and principles for determining cause in the hope that such decisions will appear objective or even scientific, it does not disguise the reality of policy considerations and moral judgments which the courts must undertake. When a court must choose between a number of causes for an accident or between a number of potentially liable defendants, individual moral judgments of blame may result. The same applies when the court attempts to determine whether the injury or loss is proximate to the cause. Questions of foreseeability and remoteness are ripe with policy considerations. As Terence Ison has commented, "These complex problems of causation, with their inevitable toll of mistakes and injustices, are, however, inherent in tort liability. Indeed, many of them are inherent in any system of compensation by reference to the cause of the sickness or injury". If a
compensation scheme were devised which eliminated the requirement of fault, the complex problems of causation (which use up an enormous amount of resources) would be resolved. There is no justification, moral or otherwise, for perpetuating a system which does not adequately respond to the multiplicity of factors that make up the causes of accidents.33

Deterrence

As originally founded, one of the most important justifications for the fault system was its deterrent effect. It is said that fault deters careless or potentially dangerous conduct. Calabresi, in his explanation of the deterrent goal of tort liability34 states that fault tries to reduce total costs by deterring specific conduct which is felt to be dangerous. “Letting the party which causes the loss bear it”, he says, attempts to decrease accident costs by either reducing the cost-causing activity (by making it more expensive) or by the introduction of safety devices or stronger materials (particularly in automobiles), so that the cost is less than paying for damage claims.35

In an economic analysis of tort law, deterrence has been described as a major goal. Richard Posner has stated that, “The dominant function of the tort system is to generate rules of liability that if followed will bring about, at least approximately, the efficient—the cost-justified—level of accidents and safety”.36 The apparent attractiveness of the deterrence argument must be considered in the light of liability and compulsory insurance. If deterrence is the dominant function of tort law, why then are vast numbers of people and organizations effectively exempted from the main method of enforcing deterrence—actual payment of damages? In Professor Fleming’s words, “The deterrent function of the law of torts was severely, perhaps fatally, undermined by the advent of liability insurance”.37 In New South Wales there is compulsory third party personal injury cover for owners of motor vehicles. Enterprise liability is protected to some extent by compulsory workers’ compensation cover and extensive coverage for defective product liability.38 What incentive is there for individuals and groups to cut down on dangerous, or potentially dangerous, activities?

For motorists, it could be argued that considerations of personal safety, fear of licence suspension and the threat of criminal sanctions may be enough to deter dangerous conduct. These may be the only remaining considerations in New South Wales as far as personal injury on the road goes, since the Government
Insurance Office is named in the court action instead of the negligent defendant.\textsuperscript{39} What of the fault principle here? It is suggested that it would be difficult to feel morally culpable after an accident you have caused when you do not have to pay any personal injury damages, you are not named as a defendant, the premium is not loaded to account for your driving habits, and you do not feel that you have breached the objective standard required by the law. In fact, you may be incapable of ever achieving the standard of the "reasonable" person. It has been suggested\textsuperscript{40} that if deterrence were seriously regarded as a major function of tort law, and it is a priority to the compensation function, liability insurance should be removed entirely.\textsuperscript{41}

The area in which the deterrence argument is strongest in support of the fault principle is product liability. As noted earlier, economic theory argues that fault tries to reduce cost (accident)-causing activity by making it more expensive. This gives manufacturers the impetus to devise further safety measures and to develop stringent quality controls. However, with the advent of liability insurance, it appears that it is the insurance companies that now provide a major incentive for manufacturers to install safety devices and provide for quality control. It was once estimated that some insurance companies in certain risk areas spent more money on accident prevention than they did on claims.\textsuperscript{42} It is in the insurance companies' interest to help prevent accidents. "Whenever insurance premiums rise, dissatisfaction with the insurance industry intensifies. This in time stimulates pressure for the State to nationalise the business. Since insurance people want to avert this fate, they seek to reduce accidents".\textsuperscript{43} Craig Brown argues\textsuperscript{44} that for insurance and the fault system to work together towards achieving the goal of deterrence, there must be a direct relationship between the premiums and the causes of accidents. Such a relationship may be found in Australia where a "no-claim bonus" provides incentive for motorists with third party property cover. Another relationship may be found in the recent changes to workers' compensation in New South Wales where the employers must pay the first $500 of each claim by their employees.\textsuperscript{45}

There is another way in which the fault principle can act as a deterrent in product liability cases. The adverse publicity that may arise from some trials could have significant impact on the practice of some companies. Ralph Nader would surely testify to this.\textsuperscript{46} Once this deterrent value of fault is conceded, the question must be asked whether fault is necessary for the adverse publicity factor to apply. Craig Brown does not think so.\textsuperscript{47} He argues that society
has demonstrated very little faith in the deterrent effect of fault liability by the establishment of statutory standards of conduct in countless areas of human activity, backed by penalties to enforce them. Government safety programs and campaigns provide further testament to the failings of the fault principle. He concludes, "Reliance on the traditional system of tort liability does not achieve anything like the degree of deterrence needed in modern society with its ever-increasing technology". Brown's argument is applicable to the Australian scene. Recent decades have seen the creation and expansion of consumer protection laws. Australia has demonstrated that the free flow of market forces is not enough to deter negligent manufacturers or distributors. Government intervention is required. In a highly regulated environment, it may be that the economic arguments of cost-benefit analysis are of little relevance. What is more relevant is the way the State has been stirred to act for the protection of the consumer.

Whether the government enacts protection laws for political advantages or because of an unacceptably high level of accidents, the role of the fault system as a deterrent in product liability is considerably weakened. A national comprehensive compensation scheme could be implemented to operate alongside the existing consumer protection laws and occupational health and safety legislation. The deterrence factor could still operate from a breach of statutory duty that imposes substantial penalties and enforcement provisions.

Compensation

Compensation is a well-recognised goal of the law of torts. It has been suggested that if compensation were a major goal of the tort system, there would be no real need or reason to prove that the injury was the result of the fault of another. Even if compensation were a minor goal of the fault principle, it can be observed that the goal is severely deficient in practice. It is deficient largely because of the requirement of fault. As the N.S.W. Law Reform Commission states, the common law negligence action is not, by definition, a remedy available to all injured people. The Commission estimated in its Working Paper that approximately one-third of victims (or the families of victims) of motor vehicle accidents are unable to receive any compensation through a common law negligence action.

Apart from the fault principle's failure to compensate these victims at all is its failure to achieve the aims that are within the compensation goal. The claimed advantages of individual
assessment of loss, of "full" recovery, of the virtues of the court adversary process and lump-sum damages awards, are soundly examined, criticised and rejected by the Commission.54

In 1981, Justice Murphy attempted to explain how the principle of full restitution was being undermined by the decisions of Australian courts. Full restitution of the injured person is the stated aim of the fault-based system. However, in the High Court case of Todorovic v. Waller55 Justice Murphy argued that awards for personal injury and death based on full restitution may be an unacceptable burden on the community, particularly upon vehicle owners and industrial concerns through the insurance system. One way to reduce the burden is to transfer some or all of the social costs to the injured persons and their dependants. He stated that "This has been the preferred judicial method, achieved (a) by unjustifiable discount rates (reaching even 8%) applied to earnings and expected medical expenses which the courts pretend will not increase with inflation; (b) by ignoring general increases in wages due not to inflation, but to increases in productivity; (c) by miserable awards for pain and suffering for catastrophic injuries; and perhaps the worst (d) by declining to implement the direction in compensation to relatives legislation to award damages proportioned to the injury. For many years . . . in serious personal injury cases the social function of the courts has been to depress damages . . . The principle of restitution has been theory, not practice".56 The principle of full restitution that Justice Murphy refers to is the pivotal component of a monetary-based system of compensation. A lump-sum monetary payment is supposed to compensate the victim and put him or her in the position he or she was in before the accident occurred. Rehabilitation and care for the accident victim is not the pre-eminent concern of the courts in that the courts cannot deal with such on-going initiatives.57

The inadequacy of the common law fault principle in practice in today's society is well-documented, most recently by the Commission.58 The resulting message is clear. Fault is no longer a valid criterion for eligibility to accident compensation and a new scheme must be formulated.

The practical difficulties of proving fault in the courts through the adversary process are well-known. The difficulties are particularly acute in high speed traffic cases.59 Once the victim has established eligibility to compensation (has proved fault) there are a number of ways the courts can reduce the damages. Apart from the methods Justice Murphy outlined above is the contributory negligence rule. Contributory negligence may be defined as, "A plaintiff's failure to meet the standard of care to
which he is required to conform for his own protection and which is a legally contributing cause, together with the defendant’s default in bringing about his injury.”60 This definition includes the concepts of causation and fault. Negligence in this sense is directed at the victim’s failure to take reasonable care of his or her own interest. In a personal injury case where the victim is demonstrated to have been partly responsible for the injury, the courts will reduce the award of damages by the “deemed” percentage of contributory negligence.

In a survey conducted by the Woodhouse Committee, it was found that overall, insurance companies had saved over 39.5 per cent of assessed damages due to the application of contributory negligence. The average rate of reduction varied between 30.4 per cent in Queensland and 49.9 per cent in New South Wales.61 The utilization of the contributory negligence rule is thus the greatest factor in the reduction of damages. Compensation that the court has decided will be just sufficient to compensate and maintain the victim will be drastically reduced if contributory negligence is proved. The victim is left to his or her own resources to make up for these reductions. The process of proving this negligence is also difficult, and costly. It can lead to the anomaly that Atiyah has noted. He states that it is “remarkable” that a wholly innocent plaintiff who cannot prove fault receives no compensation, while a grossly negligent plaintiff, who may have been 80 per cent to blame for his or her own injuries, is entitled to some benefits (20 per cent of assessed damages).62

The “once and for all” lump sum payment of damages has come under increasing criticism, and much of it has come from the courts.63 In the House of Lords, Lord Scarman summarized the sentiments this way: “Sooner or later—and too often later rather than sooner—if the parties do not settle, a court (once liability is admitted or proved) has to make an award of damages. The award, which covers past, present, and future injury and loss, must, under our law, be of a lump sum assessed at the conclusion of the legal process. The award is final; it is not susceptible to review as the future unfolds, substituting fact for estimate. Knowledge of the future being denied to mankind, so much of the award as is to be attributed to future loss and suffering—in many cases the major part of the award—will almost surely be wrong. There is really only one certainty: the future will prove the award to be either too high or too low”64.

Other inadequacies which reflect badly on the compensation goal of the fault principle are the long delays in common law
negligence actions and the anti-rehabilitative effects that this has on accident victims. These aspects are inherent parts of the litigation process. It would take either a massive reform of the negligence action itself, or a huge increase in the judicial capacity of this country to remedy this situation. Even so, delaying tactics would probably survive such reforms.

The Law Reform Commission also points to the substantial and increasing burden on the New South Wales court system. While the amount spent in this State on courtroom facilities to decide common law negligence actions is large, the addition of legal and administrative costs would bring the figure to a staggering level. On these points, the Commission concludes that "The total cost of the fault system cannot be justified and this underlines the importance of finding an alternative which can distribute the funds available for transport accident victims more equitably and efficiently". The final recommendations of the Commission which argue for the abolition of the negligence action (in relation to transport accidents) give further meaning to the assertion by John Fleming that, "The death knell of tort liability for accidents is indeed becoming ever more audible".

Further evidence that the fault principle has not lived up to the compensation goal has been recently provided by the Macquarie University School of Economic and Financial Studies. In an interdisciplinary study of District Court and Supreme Court personal injury cases, the School set out to examine the awards (or refusals) of compensation, and to test the factors which influence the composition of the awards. Although the survey was relatively small, two major findings emerged. The first finding was that compensation awards could be objectively explained. The School found that the model they had constructed explained 49.2 per cent of the variation in awards. The second finding was a strong indicator that there is a significant positive correlation between age and the size of the award. One would normally expect the reverse. The authors state that one explanation is that the evidence of economic loss is more readily available in the case of an older person. They argue that: "This suggests the possibility of under compensation through lump sum awards of persons who cannot establish an earning pattern. This would seem a growing problem in a time of high unemployment. It seriously undermines the claim that common law damages give 'full compensation'". The authors further argue for the development of a national compensation scheme for personal injury. In a concluding section they state: "In view of the results outlined in this paper, it would
appear that a national universal compensation scheme offering administratively determined compensation for injury would be feasible and could be superior to the present system’’.

Conclusion

This concludes the examination of the fault principle and how it operates in practice. The basic aim has been to demonstrate that while the principle had some relevant usefulness in past times, it is now no longer a useful criterion to determine eligibility for compensation. A new system is needed. A new scheme must be formulated that has universal application. It must be both equitable and efficient. It must be implemented in a uniform manner on a national level so that there are no anomalies between the States. There is no question now that the days of fault liability are numbered. As Justice Michael Kirby has stated, “The question is not whether no-fault entitlement will come. The question is how it will come, when and from whom’’
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Chapter 2

COMPENSATION SCHEMES AND PROPOSALS

Introduction

Any serious debate on an accident compensation scheme must include reference to past initiatives taken in Australia. Accordingly, this Chapter will review the various compensation schemes which are in operation or have been proposed in this country. It will highlight some of the problems and difficulties which have plagued these schemes and proposals.

The main focus of this section will be on the proposals of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission. These proposals offer the most recent and extensive coverage of the relevant issues to date. They may also be extended to facilitate the introduction of a national comprehensive compensation scheme. The chapter also examines the recent Victorian proposals for a pure no-fault motor vehicle accident compensation scheme.

The basic aims of the proposals contained in the 1974 National Committee of Inquiry, the Australian Woodhouse Report, a brief description of the Report, and why its proposals were not implemented will also be discussed. The Victorian, Tasmanian, and Northern Territory no-fault transport compensation schemes and the current operation of the New Zealand comprehensive compensation scheme will also be considered.

The Australian Woodhouse proposals

When the Whitlam Labor Government took office in late 1972, it initiated what was to become the most far-reaching proposal for the reform of personal injury compensation yet offered in Australia. Only in New Zealand had such a massive legal and social reform been implemented. The Australian proposals came very close to being enacted in 1975. The history of the reform movement in both countries is chronicled by Geoffrey Palmer in his book Compensation for Incapacity. Palmer's work outlines the difficulties faced by the reformers in New Zealand and Australia. While the New Zealand scheme was eventually enacted (in a form somewhat different from that proposed by the 1967 Woodhouse Royal Commission) the Australian Woodhouse proposals became bogged down in a mass of opposition and delay. There was dispute on many aspects of the proposals. However, as Palmer's book demonstrates, there was also a surprising degree
of fundamental support for the scheme both within the
government and the opposition parties at the time.\(^3\) The major
opposition came from the well-organized interest groups of the
trade unions, the legal profession and the insurers. But, the power
of the political element could not be separated from the
compensation proposals. Politics went hand-in-hand with policy.
As Palmer states: "The development of policy is inevitably
pragmatic. The Woodhouse reform did not attempt to produce
the ideal proposal for the compensation of the incapacitated. The
aim was to recommend the most rational policy that could be
accepted by government and enacted. Thus the political aspect
of each policy recommendation needed examination as much as
its logical or social advantages".\(^4\) What follows is a brief account
of the Australian Woodhouse proposals.

The Australian Woodhouse Report proposed a national
compensation and rehabilitation scheme for the injured and the
sick. The scope of the scheme was enormous. It was to cover
everyone in the country who became sick, had congenital
disabilities or suffered an injury regardless of fault. The theme of
the Report was the need for "automatic rehabilitation and
compensation—without tags and without discrimination".\(^5\) As
noted earlier, the Committee regarded the relevant issues as a
social, rather than a legal, concern. The founding principles of the
new scheme were to be community responsibility, comprehensive
entitlement, complete rehabilitation, real compensation and
administrative efficiency.\(^6\) The compensation that was to be
provided was to be earnings-related. The Committee did not
seriously consider any other scheme of benefits, such as a disability
or needs-based scheme.\(^7\) The Committee argued that the
principle of "real compensation" required the provision of
earnings-related benefits. Earners, during periods of total
incapacity, would receive a taxable payment of 85 per cent of their
previous taxable earnings. A ceiling was imposed on the maximum
weekly amount payable ($500 per week in 1974). Those with
permanent partial disabilities would be assessed on a set scale with
the index of average weekly earnings. Non-earners would receive
no benefit during the first three weeks of incapacity and after that
would receive the minimum "notional" weekly payment ($42.50
per week in 1974). The benefits were to be periodic. There was
provision for the assessment of future earnings, but only within
a limited range. A method was devised for assessing the future
earnings of persons who were over 15 and under 26 years of age.
The Bill was later revised to raise the cut-off age to 31. There were
limited provisions for lump-sum payments, but the Committee
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soundly rejected the payment of lump sums in general. All periodic benefits would be automatically adjusted to allow for inflation. The price to be paid for these benefits, which were to become available as of right, was manifold. The existing remedies at common law were to be abolished. The workers' compensation system was to be dismantled. The compulsory insurance system would collapse, as would much of the liability insurance industry. The scheme was to be administered by the Social Security Department of the Federal Government.

In order to support the goal of complete rehabilitation, the Committee proposed the establishment of a National Safety Office. This body would co-ordinate and plan policy based on the new statistical information which would become available.

The fate of the proposals

As noted earlier, opposition to the proposed scheme in Australia was well-organized and ultimately effective. When the Bill passed into the Senate in October 1974, it was handed over for the consideration of the Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs. Its report came out in July 1975 after extensive submissions were received. The recommendations of the Senate Committee resulted in delaying the Bill's passage through Parliament. While the Senate Committee was broadly in favour of a no-fault compensation scheme, it concluded that the Bill should be withdrawn and reconsidered by Parliament. The two main reasons were that the provisions of the Bill had serious deficiencies and that there were serious doubts as to its constitutional validity. The Committee formed the view that: "If a comprehensive and fair system of compensation having constitutional validity became available either through this or some other scheme, then the removal of common law liability for negligence with respect to work and road injuries would be justified". The Committee, however, argued for the retention of common-law rights in a number of areas. The "non-exhaustive" list included actions for damages based on wilful or intentional injury to the person, actions against manufacturers and distributors of defective products, plus some areas of professional negligence and nuisance. The Senate Committee's "alternative approach" to the Bill was to recommend a system of compensation which would operate in conjunction with all the existing common-law remedies. Such a proposal would have undermined the basic plan and philosophy of the Woodhouse proposals. The alternative proposal was supported by only three of the six Senators.
Senate Committee expressed concern for the "significant" effects that the Bill would have on the private and State insurance industry and the economy in general. It recommended that the government examine in detail these issues before the Bill should be passed.\textsuperscript{15} The most significant aspect of the Senate Committee \textit{Report} was its general support for a national comprehensive no-fault scheme which would be constitutionally valid, even though its view of the constitutional issue was not optimistic. It resulted in some restructuring of the Bill to make it more politically acceptable. A major effect of the \textit{Report} was to have the sickness part of the scheme dropped from the final Bill (which was to become Mr. Whitlam's Private Member's Bill in 1977).

As noted earlier, throughout the period in question, there was forceful opposition from the trade unions, the legal profession, and the insurers. There was also considerable opposition from the State governments. While the States generally supported a compensation scheme, they wanted it on their terms. These terms included retention of the common-law rights in certain areas of non-economic loss and retention of a role for the sometimes lucrative private and State insurance bodies. Some States believed that compensation laws were clearly within the States' rights.\textsuperscript{16} Fortunately, the Senate Committee was aware that such proposals were not acceptable if the essential elements of the Woodhouse scheme were to be implemented.

The trade union movement did not want the common law abolished. Palmer notes that at the time of the Inquiry four States had achieved 100 per cent earnings compensation for work-related injuries and the unions were against the proposal to reduce this to 85 per cent. Palmer states that the unions took a "short-sighted" view and that, "The unions were concerned with men at work and did not wish to consider the wider social implications of compensation".\textsuperscript{17} There was even an accusation at the time by Mr. Whitlam that some of the union secretaries were making alliances with lawyers and insurance companies in order to block the scheme.\textsuperscript{18}

The members of the legal profession were "the most accomplished defenders of the common law in Australia".\textsuperscript{19} The profession's basic proposition was that the new scheme should operate in conjunction with existing schemes. The well-organized opposition and "wide array of political tactics" led Palmer to conclude: "... the legal profession in Australia was prepared to fight in the most cynical manner to ensure that the injury industry was organised in a way that preserved the status quo ... much of the opposition ... was motivated by financial self-interest".\textsuperscript{20}
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The insurers were also well-organized. One hundred and forty-nine general insurers formed a National Compensation Insurance Committee which presented their proposals. Palmer summarizes their submissions: "The only practical approach was to do what the insurers wished in order to avoid disrupting the economy of Australia. State rights should be respected. Injury could not be distinguished from sickness in its social consequences. Few people understood the existing systems so it was not possible to secure informed opinion on their weaknesses. The insurance industry should remain in any scheme. There were constitutional difficulties in doing any more than supplementing existing remedies. The common law had to remain. The liquidation of insurance company assets would be necessary if the insurers had their business taken away". Palmer claims that the proposals put by the insurance industry were not credible. Further, the reform package it put before the Senate Committee was "one of the most unabashedly self-serving proposals ever advanced to a policy-making body".

The Woodhouse Committee criticised the private insurance industry for being unco-operative in its submissions. The insurers did not seem to accept the need for adjustment and change within the industry and spent their efforts opposing the scheme. The Committee argued that the problems of the insurance industry's adaptation were, "... plainly secondary to the over-riding need to find the best administrative solution for the new scheme and it is equally clear that a wide-ranging social welfare objective is not a fit subject matter for a private enterprise operation".

None of the Woodhouse recommendations were implemented. However, the scheme did come remarkably close to being enacted. Although it has been some years since the Woodhouse Report, the basic principles and issues that were formulated are even more relevant and crucial today.

A piecemeal, jagged approach to accident compensation reform is not the answer. A consolidated effort involving the co-operation of the States and the Federal Government is required. This is perhaps a major lesson to be learned from the Woodhouse proposals in Australia. The Federal Government cannot initiate the required reforms alone. However, this does not preclude it from taking the initiative in policy formation that could act as a guide for the States. At the very least, the Federal Government could initiate continued and informed discussion and debate among the States with a view to consolidating national policy.

Of course, valuable lessons may be learned from compensation schemes already operating within this country and in New Zealand. An examination of these follows.
The New Zealand Scheme

Since 1974, New Zealand has become the centre of much attention for anyone interested in or committed to accident compensation reform. New Zealand has abolished the common-law negligence action and a statutory authority provides earnings-related compensation to all accident victims. The coverage is 24 hours a day for all New Zealanders. The scheme is only broadly similar to the proposed Australian Woodhouse scheme. Persons or groups who wish to reform the law of accident compensation, particularly those who argue for the abolition of the common law, must turn to New Zealand for an appraisal of its system. Palmer has described how the system of government in New Zealand has made reform on this scale possible.24 The Parliament in New Zealand is unicameral. It has a long tradition of strong central government. As Palmer states: “Legislating in New Zealand does not present the difficulties that it does in other countries. To constitute the Government a party must have a majority in the House of Representatives. Thus any Government is sure of being able to pass its legislation—there is no upper house to block or delay. And New Zealand has no ‘written’ constitution in the sense of formal limitations on the exercise of legislative power. Parliament is sovereign”.25

What follows is a general outline of the New Zealand scheme as it is currently operating and some of the benefits that are payable.26 The Accident Compensation Corporation will pay incapacitated earners 80 per cent of their earnings losses. There is a maximum of $700 per week. There is no legislative provision for automatic indexing of benefits (the Woodhouse Royal Commission recommended indexing but this was never implemented). It has been the Corporation’s practice to adjust the benefits to account for inflation at six-monthly periods since 1979.27 No payments are made during the first week of incapacity and persons injured at work or while travelling to and from work are compensated for that week by their employer. Allowance may be made for earnings increases but only if the incapacitated person is under 20, or an apprentice, or improver, or employed under a contract of service requiring training. Children under 16, students and people who have completed a vocational course within six months may be considered to have earnings losses of between $218 and $327 per week.28 No other allowances are made for potential for advancement. A maximum lump sum of $17,000 for non-economic loss may be paid for permanent incapacities. A maximum of $10,000 may be paid for...
loss of amenities or enjoyment of life, loss from disfigurement, for pain and mental suffering and mental shock and neurosis.

**Evaluation**

There are many aspects of the New Zealand scheme which have been criticised. One aspect that may cause hardship is the provision of the Act (s. 59(2)) which enables the Corporation to determine the future earning capacity of an earner based on any form of work that the injured person is now considered capable of doing. This provision may be used by the Corporation even if the work is not available in the earner's area.

A report which came out late in 1983 by Donald Kirby outlines some further criticisms of the scheme. The report was commissioned by the New South Wales Law Society. The report is a "sincere" attempt to examine the scheme from the point of view of the "consumer". Kirby talked to the claimants who had "run foul of the system" as well as a few lawyers. The report is an emotive work that must be read with caution. It contains allegations which are presented as fact. These are supported by an extremely loose and selective "empirical" study. Some of his conclusions are: "... the Accident Compensation Corporation has, by general agreement, adopted an 'insurance attitude' towards claims... [and] Many people... do very badly under the system until they appeal, and until they get legal representation, and that it is probable that many who could successfully appeal do not do so". Donald Kirby paints a bleak picture of the scheme in operation. While there is no empirical study available on the public acceptability of the scheme in New Zealand and the overall "success" of its operation, there have been other attempts. The most recent one was by Mr. J. Miller. Rather than undertake an empirical study, Miller analysed the many submissions that were received by the New Zealand Government in 1980 and 1982, when various amendments to the scheme were being considered. The submissions that were analysed came from most of the main interest groups in New Zealand. There were submissions from employers, unions, the legal and medical professions, farmers, sporting bodies, religious organizations, social welfare groups, academics, and many more. Although the submissions were critical of the scheme in its operation in certain respects, Miller found there was strong support for a no-fault scheme. He stated that the support "came from all sectors".

The tremendous cost savings of the compensation scheme compared with the expense of administering the common-law
system was mentioned in the submissions. The New Zealand Law Society provided the following table of employers' liability insurance premiums in Victoria compared with New Zealand levies.\textsuperscript{35}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate per $100 annual payroll</th>
<th>Victoria</th>
<th>New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td>$ 0.87</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>$10.20</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitters and turners</td>
<td>$ 9.49</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing workers</td>
<td>$10.24</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck drivers</td>
<td>$11.34</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterside workers</td>
<td>$14.65</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to note that the Victorian levies only provided for work-related accidents, whereas the New Zealand levies also funded non-work accidents. As one group stated, "The New Zealand Accident Compensation Scheme is probably the cheapest in the world today".\textsuperscript{36} The results of Miller's study give further credence to the 1984 comments of Sir Owen Woodhouse who stated: "... I am in no doubt that New Zealand lawyers and New Zealand insurers, let alone New Zealand accident victims would shudder at the thought of abandoning the comprehensive accident scheme in favour of a return to those workers' compensation and common law arrangements ... There is general acceptance and approval of the scheme in New Zealand. It is regarded as fair, as efficient, as economically viable and far less expensive than any alternative could possibly be".\textsuperscript{37}

**The Victorian Scheme**

Victoria introduced a transport accidents scheme in 1973 after recommendations contained in two reports.\textsuperscript{38} The scheme is administered by a separate statutory authority called the Motor Accidents Board. The scheme preserves all common-law rights in Victoria. The following benefits are payable on a no-fault basis: (1) Payments for loss of earning capacity based on pre-accident net (after tax) earnings to a maximum of $20,800; (2) 80 per cent of hospital, medical and paramedical expenses for a maximum period of five years; (3) where, for one month prior to the accident, the injured person was engaged mainly in unpaid housekeeping or child care, 80 per cent of costs incurred for household help or child care for a period of two years (within five years of the accident), to a maximum of $2,000; and (4) a lump sum payment to the dependants of a deceased person calculated by reference
to the amount payable to the victim if he or she had lived, subject to a maximum of $20,800. The Act does not require the compensation payments to be periodic. In 1979 the Act was amended to alter the earnings-related assessment of income to an assessment of lost earning capacity. This was done so that the benefits would not be subject to federal taxation. The amendment also had the benefit of allowing some previously excluded non-earners to claim for lost earning capacity. The Victorian Act was further amended in 1981 to impose rehabilitative duties on the Board. Mr. A.K. Clarke, General Manager of the Board stated: “A scheme that only provides financial assistance is less than half a scheme and ignores the greatest need of the disabled. Every effort should be made to restore them to their best possible capacity to participate in family, social and employment activities”. The establishment of a Rehabilitation Account in Victoria was the result of a Board of Inquiry headed by Sir John Minogue. The Minogue Report, released in 1978, recommended substantial changes to the scheme as well as the common law. The Report recommended the removal of the monetary ceiling on benefits and an extension to retirement age, indexation of benefits, increased provision for household help and rehabilitation and extensive changes to common-law rights. Most of these proposals were not implemented.

Evaluation

Although Victoria has established a scheme which recognizes that fault is irrelevant for the provision of compensation to accident victims, the scheme is deficient in a number of respects. The main inadequacy of the scheme is the perpetuation of the common-law action. While fault is not relevant in the actual entitlement to compensation, it is extremely relevant to the extent of compensation available. There is no justification for perpetuating a system which discriminates between two classes of accident victims—those who can prove fault, and those who cannot.

A further inadequacy of the Victorian scheme is that it preserves all of the aspects of the common-law system that have been criticised and questioned in Chapter 1. These include the long delays in hearing a common-law claim, the possibility of an inadequate assessment of damages, the retention of once-and-for-all lump-sum payments, and the anti-rehabilitative effects of common-law actions. The maintenance of the common-law system preserves the heavy administrative and associated costs that are
involved in the litigation process.\textsuperscript{43} Apart from the retention of the common-law action, the Victorian no-fault scheme is severely limited in the amount of compensation that is payable. With an absolute maximum of only $20,800 for earners, and $2,000 for non-earners, the scheme provides only the most basic levels of protection. Finally, a most fundamental defect of the system is that it is only available for transport accidents. As observed earlier, there is no reason to differentiate between motor vehicle accident victims and victims of other kinds of accidents. However, the removal of the requirement of fault in one further category of accident victims (transport accident victims) is an improvement.

\textit{Workers' compensation in Victoria}

Recent changes to workers' compensation in Victoria have radically altered the importance of the common-law negligence action by employees against employers. A new workers' compensation scheme called "WorkCare" was implemented by the Cain Government in July 1985.\textsuperscript{44} The \textit{Accident Compensation Act 1985 (Vic.)} establishes the Accidents Compensation Commission. This body will administer the new form of levies on the wages paid by employers. It will also act as the central policy-maker. Benefits paid to victims of accidents at work will be periodic. There is a maximum of $400 per week payable. The entitlements to lump-sum compensation have been narrowed.\textsuperscript{45} A Victorian Accident Rehabilitation Council will be established to develop a consolidated State-wide network of rehabilitation facilities. These facilities will be provided as of right to injured workers. The most significant aspect of the Act is that it abolishes the common-law action for economic loss for work accidents. A common-law action still exists for non-pecuniary loss such as pain and suffering and loss of enjoyment of life. Full common-law rights have been retained for death claims and for accidents on the way to and from work.\textsuperscript{46} Victoria has implemented these changes despite a "barrage of criticism" from the insurers, the unions and the legal profession.\textsuperscript{47} Although the common-law action is only partially abolished, it may be that the Victorian legislators will soon see significant positive results from the scheme. The government estimates that the benefits to workers will increase by over $100 million per year and that the premiums paid by employers will be reduced by 50 per cent.\textsuperscript{48} Once these positive results are realized, the way will hopefully be paved for further extension and refinement to the Victorian statutory no-fault scheme which
will eventually replace the common law, and operate not only for workers and transport accident victims, but for any person who suffers personal injury.

**The Tasmanian Scheme**

The Tasmanian scheme is limited to transport accidents and is similar to that operating in Victoria. It retains the common-law negligence action and supplements it with no-fault benefits. The scheme began operating in 1973 and followed a Law Reform Committee investigation. The Committee recommended that the common law action be abolished or at least rendered ineffective. This was not implemented.

The scheme is administered by the Tasmanian Motor Accidents Insurance Board. This is a statutory authority which also runs the compulsory third-party motor vehicle insurance system. The benefits provided by the scheme include: (1) Periodic payments to people wholly disabled in vehicle accidents. The disability allowance is 80 per cent of an earner's average net weekly pre-accident earnings. For the first two years it is payable where an employed or self-employed person is wholly disabled from engaging in his or her usual occupation or business. Thereafter the allowance is payable while the injured person is wholly disabled from engaging in any employment or occupation for which he or she would, but for the disability, be reasonably suited. (2) A housekeeping allowance of 80 per cent of replacement cost may be paid for two years where the injured person was engaged in specified housekeeping activities at the time of the accident. Unlike the Victorian scheme, in Tasmania compensation is not payable to a child or student for the deprivation or reduction of earning capacity. (3) Benefits in the event of the death of a family member include a lump sum up to $10,000 for a surviving head of household plus a further $2,000 for each dependant. In addition, periodic allowances may be paid for up to two years. (4) Allowances are not indexed for inflation . . . (5) All medical expenses reasonably incurred up to a limit of $25,000 and contributions to funeral expenses.

**Evaluation**

Like the Victorian scheme, the Tasmanian scheme is limited to transport accidents and retains the common-law action. The comments made earlier about the Victorian scheme also apply here. It may be observed that the benefits under the Tasmanian
scheme are more generous in respect of lost earnings than in Victoria. There are no statutory maximums to the amount payable. However, the benefits are not indexed for inflation. This could pose a serious problem in the future in times of high inflation. One of the lessons learned from the New Zealand scheme is to index the benefits to inflation. This would avoid the criticisms that have arisen in that country about the reducing value of compensation. Further, there is no provision for an automatic entitlement to rehabilitation facilities. There is an urgent need in Tasmania for an integrated, State-wide rehabilitation service that operates within the transport accident scheme.

The Northern Territory Scheme

The Northern Territory has a transport accident scheme which has replaced the common-law remedies. The 1979 Bradley Report resulted in the establishment of a scheme which retained the common-law negligence action for pain and suffering and loss of enjoyment of life and limited damages under that head to $100,000. However in 1984 the common-law rights were abolished and “replaced” with a scheduled lump sum of up to $50,000 for permanent disabilities. In addition to this lump sum, transport accident victims in the Northern Territory may receive the following benefits: (1) Compensation to people in employment at the time of their accident for reduced capacity to earn income at a level which is equivalent to the difference (after tax) between 85 per cent of the equivalent Territory male or female average weekly earnings and the amount the accident victim is capable of earning in employment whilst incapacitated. Such benefits commence seven days after the accident and continue during incapacity until age 65. Periodic payments in respect of incapacity are indexed on an annual basis. (2) Payment for the medical treatment of accident victims to a limit of $50,000 for any one accident. Standard hospital charges for those people who are not Commonwealth assisted patients and are not otherwise indemnified may also be paid. (3) Benefits for home and vehicle modifications and also the supply of aids and appliances to a ceiling of $20,000. The scheme also pays an income-related benefit to a dependent spouse upon the death of the head of household, and a modest lump sum on the death of a dependent spouse.

Evaluation

The Northern Territory is the first Australian jurisdiction to completely remove the requirement of fault from entitlement to,
and levels of benefits. The abolition of common-law rights is the most progressive aspect of the scheme and makes the transition to a "pure" no-fault system of accident compensation in other States significantly easier to envisage. There is also a recent proposal that the common law action be abolished for work-related injuries. This scheme, however, has limited provisions for rehabilitation. As with the Tasmanian scheme, the Northern Territory needs an integrated, effective rehabilitation program.

The New South Wales proposals

Introduction

In August 1984, the then federal Attorney-General, Senator Gareth Evans, addressed an accident compensation seminar in Canberra. In his speech, Senator Evans reiterated the Australian Labor Party policy on national accident compensation. He stated that, "Labor will develop, in co-operation with the States, a national compensation scheme on a no-fault basis with universal coverage for all injury and work-related injury and disease". The Hawke Government was elected to power in 1983 with this policy as part of the election platform. The government does not favour the unilateral approach of federal action which was recommended by the Woodhouse Committee. Rather, it aims to achieve accident compensation reform on a State-by-State basis, in conjunction with national action.

The ultimate aim of a national comprehensive compensation scheme is now the government's "long term objective". The plan involves four stages of implementation. They are: first, introduction of a no-fault motor accident compensation scheme, accompanied by abolition of common-law claims arising from such accidents; secondly, expansion of workers' compensation benefits under existing statutory systems to match the benchmark set by the motor accident scheme; thirdly, extension of workers' compensation to 24 hour a day cover for earners, with abolition of common-law claims; and fourthly, 24 hour a day cover for non-earner non-road accident victims. Senator Evans' speech referred to the Northern Territory scheme and the New South Wales Law Reform Commission's proposals. He said the scheme and the proposals had the potential to become a model for adoption in other States. Once uniformity had been achieved at the State level, the Commonwealth would address the interaction of consolidating laws. He said the work of the New South Wales
Commission was "vital" in helping to achieve the "ultimate goal".63

The scope of the inquiry

In November 1981, the New South Wales Law Reform Commission received its accident compensation reference from the State Attorney-General. The terms of that reference were very wide. The Commission was to inquire into, report on and make recommendations concerning various possible no-fault compensation schemes. It was also to inquire into the nature and scope of the proposed schemes, the benefits to be provided, the basis of claims, financing, administration, and the relationship of the schemes to the common law, and other compensation systems or schemes. The concept of "personal injury" in the reference included pre-natal injury, illness resulting from injury, and occupational disease. Unlike the Woodhouse Committee, the commission was not asked to inquire into a scheme for illness. Further, the Commission was not asked specifically to inquire into accident prevention and rehabilitation measures. However, the Commission eventually did make significant and extensive recommendations for rehabilitation.64

After the initiation of broad public debate with the 1982 Issues Paper, the Commission eventually decided to restrict itself to consideration of a limited transport accidents scheme. The 1983 Working Paper presented tentative recommendations for the scheme and invited submissions from the public. The terms of reference asked the Commission to report on a no-fault scheme for transport accidents causing death or personal injury. The Commission reasoned that there were sound policy reasons for examining transport accidents. It stated that motor vehicle accident compensation was in "urgent need of review", and the formulation of a scheme involved issues that were relevant when considering the extension of compensation arrangements to other areas. Also, the Commission argued that a transport accidents scheme was financially viable in New South Wales due to the ready availability of registration contributions.65

The Commission's proposals

The Commission's Report on a Transport Accidents Scheme for New South Wales was published in October 1984. What follows is a brief description of some major elements of the proposals.

The proposed scheme applies only to death or bodily injury
caused by or arising out of an accident involving a motor vehicle or a form of public transport. The scheme is to be funded by motor vehicle owners (in lieu of compulsory third party premiums) and a levy on drivers' licences. It will operate only in New South Wales. It is a "pure" no-fault scheme. This means that the common-law negligence action for transport accident injuries would be abolished. The workers' compensation system would remain intact. It is the abolition of the common-law negligence action which is perhaps the most controversial aspect of the proposals.

The Commission has proposed compensation for loss of earning capacity. The benefits would be periodic. There are a few provisions for lump-sum payments, the main one being a payment for permanent disability. This payment is over and above the other benefits under the scheme. The Commission recommended that those who suffered permanent disability of a degree over 4 per cent would be entitled to lump-sum compensation to a maximum of 208 times the value of average weekly earnings at the date of the payment. In June 1984, that lump sum would have been $87,360.

The level of benefits to be paid for loss of earning capacity is calculated at 80 per cent of the difference between pre-accident and post-accident earning capacity. The maximum loss that is payable is 150 per cent of average weekly earnings (at June 1984, 80 per cent of this was $504 per week). Benefits would be paid five working days after the accident.

There is a broad definition of an "earner" in the scheme, which takes into account part-time and intermittent employment and periods of unemployment. Because the scheme is earnings-related, there is to be no compensation paid to non-earners for the first two years of incapacity. Thereafter, non-earners would be deemed to have "notional earning capacity". This notional earning capacity is set at 50 per cent of average weekly earnings ($210 at June 1984) and is scaled down for persons under 21 years of age. A non-earner accident victim who suffers long-term incapacity will be entitled to 80 per cent of his or her notional earning capacity, i.e. 80 per cent of $210 or $158 per week. Both earners as well as non-earners will be eligible for this level of benefits after two years. The difference is that for earners, the level is a minimum benefit, and for non-earners, it will be a maximum benefit. In general, the benefits would continue until the recipient is aged 65.

While non-earners are not entitled to earnings-related compensation, they are eligible for a number of rehabilitation measures detailed in the Report. The Commission views rehabilitation as an essential objective of the scheme. The statutory
body which is proposed to administer the scheme, the Accident Compensation Corporation, may arrange to modify the victim’s workplace, actively seek employment for the victim and provide financial incentives to prospective employers. The Corporation would be empowered to provide loans for special purposes.

There is a wide variety of support services proposed. The Corporation would be empowered to provide household services for up to four weeks and thereafter means-tested on family income, attendant care, accommodation or modifications to existing homes, and, after six months, a weekly mobility allowance or modification of motor vehicles.

In cases of long-term incapacity, there is an interesting provision which allows for consideration of potential for advancement. If a person’s earnings could have been expected to increase in the 10-year period following the accident, the victim may apply for this assessment (after a waiting period of two years). This provision would apply to non-earners as well as earners. The Commission also considered the possibility of “top-up” insurance which would probably be provided by the Corporation. This would give very high income earners the extra coverage that they may desire.

The Commission’s goal of compensation

One of the most fundamental policy questions which must be answered in a compensation system relates to the provision of the compensation itself. Basic questions which must be answered include: What form will the compensation take? What exactly is being compensated? If there are losses, how may they be quantified, or should they be quantified? Should the level of benefits reflect the needs of the victim based on the extent of the disability, or provide for financial restitution based on a loss of earning capacity? Can a compensation system provide for both financial needs and needs arising from disability?

The Commission saw three major models for the assessment of compensation: the welfare model, the disability model and the restitution model. The policy choices have been made from each of these models. A brief survey of these models is required in order to understand the rationale of the Commission and how it views the goal of compensation.

The welfare model

The assessment of compensation in a welfare model would be needs-based and similar to the Australian social security system. The victim would probably be means tested to establish eligibility.
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for compensation. The welfare model has a number of advantages. It can be integrated easily into the social security system. The model would not be regressive and the lower benefits may provide an incentive for the injured person to return to the workforce. The disadvantages of the welfare model, as stated by the Commission, are that high income earners will not be compensated according to their financial needs and that it should not be the role of a compensation scheme to redress inequalities in income. On this argument, "... inequalities should be addressed primarily through the taxation and general welfare systems and not through compensation systems, particularly those covering only specific kinds of accidental injury".

The disability model

Under this model, compensation is assessed not according to earning capacity, but on the degree of disability suffered by the victim. Thus, similar disabilities would receive similar benefits. The Commission noted two arguments in favour of the disability model. Since the benefits would disregard the effect on the person's earning capacity, there would be a strong rehabilitative incentive. Secondly, assessing the degree of physical disability is administratively simpler than assessing lost earning capacity.

However, inequitable results may follow from a flat-rate or disability model. The Compensation Reform Action Group has claimed that the model "fails to deal with the one-legged judge problem, i.e. both the judge and the trapeze artist would receive the same flat-rate compensation for the loss of a leg, but while the judge could still work, the trapeze artist would be unable to work and be dependent on the flat-rate benefit". The Commission argues that another disadvantage of the model is that an accurate assessment of the injury cannot be made immediately after the accident and some method of assessment must be devised to cover the interim "acute" period. The Commission therefore recommends that the disability model be used only for assessing permanent disability on an equal basis for both earners and non-earners as a supplement to other benefits.

The restitution model

Compensation under this model is designed to restore the injured person to the position he or she was in before the accident. This is the stated goal of common-law damages for personal injury. The restitution principle operates as an earnings-related system when a loss of earnings is suffered by the victim. The main
argumet in favour of the restitution model is that it attempts to replace, as far as money can, the losses actually sustained by the victim: "Any other model means that the fortuitous occurrence of an injury may leave the injured person substantially worse off than he or she would have been but for the accident." The Commission noted that the restitution model is "strenuously" supported by many groups who are "no doubt influenced by the common law".

There are a number of objections to the restitution model. One view questions why earnings-related benefits should be paid to a person who is no longer working. This seemingly distasteful argument claims that differences in incomes are justified only by the differences in the value of productive labour; therefore, if a person is prevented from working, there is no reason why compensation should be paid as if he or she were working. Professor Harold Luntz believes that the common-law principle of full restitution is misconceived and should not be implemented in a statutory scheme: "I am of the opinion that the common law went wrong when it attempted to replace in full the gains which would have been made from the exploitation of an earning capacity without making any allowance for the saving in effort that would have been involved in the realization of those gains". Another objection to the restitution model is that it is regressive. This argument applies to the Commission's scheme, since the funds for compensation would be collected at a standard rate for motor vehicle drivers. Because it is proposed that compensation payments be earnings-related, existing inequalities in income will be preserved, even exacerbated. This is the situation at present concerning motor vehicle accident compensation. Funds are paid equally by all registered drivers, but compensation is paid at a higher rate to high income accident victims than to middle income victims, and higher to middle income victims than to low or nil income accident victims. The common law pays damage awards that vary with the size of the victim's pre-accident income, even though the contribution made by the victim to the relevant pool premiums bears no relation to that income. Michael Chesterman argues that: "So long as the number of unemployed people in the community remains large (and all sorts of factors, including advances in technology and an ageing population are likely to contribute to this), the feeling that those with jobs are a privileged group even when afflicted by accidents will not be dispelled". The Commission has at least recognized that the proposed scheme will preserve the regressive aspect of the present common-law actions for transport accidents. It further
recognizes that the restitution model is "not easy" to apply to non-earners.\textsuperscript{78}

\textit{The policy choices of the Commission}

The Commission fundamentally bases its \textit{Report} on the restitution model and utilizes some aspects of the welfare and disability models. The restitution model is given effect by continuing payments for loss of earning capacity, payment of medical and out-of-pocket expenses and provision for the loss of unpaid household services. The three major qualifications to the principle of restitution are: a ceiling is imposed on the compensation payable; loss of earning capacity is reduced by 20 per cent to 80 per cent; and non-earners are deemed to have some earning capacity after two years. The disability model is utilised only to compensate permanent disabilities according to a set scale. The permanent disabilities will receive the same lump sum regardless of the victim's pre-accident earnings. The payment is, in effect, a substitute for the common-law damage claims of loss of enjoyment of life, and pain and suffering. The disability payment is in addition to any other benefits under the scheme. The welfare model is used in the provision of death benefits to the surviving spouse or children and in the provision of household services. For the provision of these services, needs-based criteria operate after four weeks from the date of the incapacity or death.\textsuperscript{79}

When assessing the applicability of the scheme to a national comprehensive compensation scheme, the Commission's proposals are unfortunate in two major respects. Apart from the fact that the scheme is limited to transport accidents, it is designed to be regressive. The Commission recognizes this and argues that compensation in a national scheme may not be regressive, since contributions would be made from the taxation system. However, the fact remains that this particular scheme is regressive. The only possible justification for an earnings-related scheme in the context of transport accidents is if the scheme will, as opposed to may be extended to cover all cases of personal injury and eventually illness. As discussed earlier, this is the stated policy of the Federal Government. However, the policy must be implemented expediently so that the regressive effects of the limited schemes will be short-lived. The other unfortunate aspect of the Commission's proposals relates to the treatment of non-earners who are excluded from periodic payment of compensation (for two years) simply because of their status in the workforce at, or around, the time of the accident. While there are further
considerations on this issue, the immediate point is that non-earners are discriminated against in an earnings-related scheme. It must be remembered that the Commission was set a very difficult task. It had to sift through many different options which fundamentally conflict with each other. The notion of earnings-related compensation is deeply entrenched in our society. It will be a major legacy left by the common law. It is also an integral part of the workers’ compensation system. The Commission’s choice of an earnings-related scheme is unfortunate, but only in the short-term. It should also be recognized that in the face of the popularity of the restitution principle, the Commission had also to present a proposal which would be politically acceptable. This is a major constraint where reform of the law is concerned, particularly major reform. The issues concerning earnings-related compensation and how to compensate non-earners is discussed further in the third chapter of this book. The next section discusses the new scheme for transport accidents that was proposed by the Victorian Government in May 1986.

A new transport accident scheme for Victoria

Introduction

On 7th May 1986, the Victorian Cain Government unveiled a new transport accident compensation reform package. At the time of writing, legislation required to implement this package has been introduced in the Victorian Parliament. In the second reading of the Transport Accident Bill and in a 198-page “Government Statement” released at the same time, it was revealed that the main motivation behind the scheme was that the existing dual system, described earlier, was financially “out of control”. With an unfunded liability of $1,600 million at June 1986 and the prospect of having to increase motor vehicle registrations by 176 per cent to $500 per car per year, it is perhaps understandable why the government sought a cheaper, more efficient means of compensating accident victims. The Victorian Government had little choice.

The most significant aspects of the scheme are the complete abolition of the common law action for negligence in relation to transport accidents and the ambitious, consolidated approach to rehabilitation and accident prevention. The reasoning of the Victorian Government for these reforms is well worth quoting in full:

The Victorian transport accident compensation scheme is
beset with economic and social inadequacies. Financially it is out of control, and socially it fails to deliver benefits efficiently and equitably to Victorian accident victims. It is clear that the historic application of common law notions of negligence, fault, and blame in immediate post-industrial revolution Britain retain little relevance to a modern Australian society in which the number of vehicles exceeds the number of drivers, and where accidents to which no fault or blame attaches occur regularly. As well, the development of community-wide compulsory liability insurance has further eroded the relevance of negligence actions by abrogating the traditional responsibility for those at fault to personally satisfy a demand for retribution. In recent history, the State of Victoria has led, rather than followed, the enlightened tendency towards accident compensation schemes that emphasize a no-fault concept of equitable care, attention, and compensation for the victims of accidents in a modern mechanised society. It was the first Australian jurisdiction to bring into operation a no-fault motor accident scheme while the recent Workcare reforms represent a new Australian benchmark. The Government believes it is essential that evolutionary development continues. For, 13 years on, it is apparent that the mix of tandem no-fault and fault systems has failed to meet its objectives, measured against concerns of cost and care. In its present form, the scheme emphasizes and promotes inequity, delays, inefficiency, and hostility to the exclusion of the common good. It is under-financed through a regressive, standardised levy that takes no account of risk exposure, or the responsibility of road users for their individual safety performance. Yet it delivers benefits in uncertain once-and-for-all lump sums of money against progressive earnings criteria, together with a notion of fault or blame, across swings that range from extravagance to parsimony. Co-operation, efficiency, accident prevention and rehabilitation and adequate maintenance for the long-term severely injured are largely ignored or neglected. The existing care system has little to commend it. There is a clear requirement for major reform.83

Outline of the Victorian scheme:

i) Rehabilitation and care provisions

In a clear demonstration of the present trend towards
emphasizing a rehabilitation and care-based system, as opposed to a money-based compensation system,\textsuperscript{84} the Victorian Government states that, "The reform package sets the preventative value of road safety, and the restorative or curative value of rehabilitation as primary objectives. This represents a philosophical shift from the existing emphasis on compensation as a palliative".\textsuperscript{85} The prevention, rehabilitation and support care package is not spelt out in great detail in the Government Statement. In summary, it proposes,

* Doubled expenditure on road accident prevention.
* A phased transfer of policy co-ordination for accident prevention to the new Transport Accident Commission.
* Heightened emphasis on targeted objectives to reduce the behavioural causes of road accidents.
* A significant upgrading of road trauma services at specified major hospitals.
* The provision of generously financed post-graduate research fellowships in road trauma studies at selected city and regional hospitals.
* Boosted expenditure, financed by the Transport Accident Commission, on rehabilitation and support services to at least double existing levels.
* Commitment to a long-term objective to merge vocational rehabilitation services, where feasible, with the Victorian Accident Rehabilitation Council.
* A significant extension of support services, such as home help and child care.\textsuperscript{86}

Although the above list of objectives is impressive, it is unfortunate that the government did not indicate exactly \textit{how} it is going to implement these goals. There are little or no criteria provided so as to determine the eligibility or entitlement of accident victims to rehabilitation facilities and support services and care. The impression is left that these "details" will be filled in at a later stage by the government or the proposed Transport Accident Commission. Because the plans are drawn in such a general fashion, it may raise doubts about the extent of the Victorian Government's commitment to these particular goals, particularly as they are described as "primary objectives".

ii) Benefits and policy choices

The Victorian Government has proposed four main types of benefits to accident victims. It must be remembered that these benefits are the "trade off" the public must accept for the total abolition of damages based on the common law negligence action.
The benefits proposed are:

(i) Provision of medical and hospital benefits and of generous rehabilitation and care and attention benefits.

(ii) An income and adjustment benefit which is payable for the first 18 months after the injury. This would be related to income loss related to the position at the time of the accident, and would be intended to provide the individual with the means to adjust to the consequences of the accident.

(iii) An impairment benefit which is assessed after 18 months or when the injury is stabilised. This benefit would be related to the degree of impairment and to the age of the injured person. As such it would cover costs associated with the injury, including pain and suffering, quality of life changes, lifestyle costs, and the loss of the ability to provide services to others. Its variation with age would reflect the fact that the magnitude of these costs is greater for a person of younger age. Part of this impairment benefit would be payable as a lump sum, with the remainder being payable as an annuity.

(iv) A long-term loss of earnings capacity benefit which would supplement the annuity component of the impairment benefit to provide compensation for loss of earnings capacity.87

For victims who were earners at the time of their accident, the Victorian scheme proposes a limited earnings-related compensation system. The “income adjustment benefit” thus in effect replaces common law damages for loss of earning capacity. They are, however, six major differences:

* The “income adjustment benefits” will be periodic.
* Benefits are not payable for injuries resulting in less than 10 per cent incapacity.
* The benefits will last only 18 months.
* The first five days’ loss of income will not be compensable.
* The benefits would be subject to federal taxation.
* For a person who has a full income loss, only 80 per cent of earnings are payable, subject to a floor of $211 per week and a maximum of $430 per week, with allowances for dependants. For a partial loss of income, the payment will be 85 per cent of the difference between actual and pre-accident injuries.88

This benefit is only available to “earners”, as defined in the scheme. The Victorian Government has utilised the New South Wales Law Reform Commission’s formulation of “earner” so the
definition is wide. However, no matter how wide the net is cast, this benefit is not available to non-earners. This means that a victim who has not worked for a period of 26 weeks in the two years preceding the accident, and who did not have a firm commitment of employment at the time of the accident, will not receive anything by way of monetary compensation for the first 18 months of incapacity.

An accident victim who is incapacitated in the long-term would receive an "impairment benefit". The victim would not be eligible for this benefit until after 18 months from the date of the accident and following an incapacity assessment by the proposed Transport Accident Commission. The "impairment benefit" will be in two parts. The first part will be a lump sum payment to a maximum of $38,500. This payment will compensate for the common law damages claim of pain and suffering. The lump sum will not be paid to injured minors. The government states this lump sum, "will be payable to all persons other than minors, independently of age, and reflects compensation for the type of loss involved in the injury, whatever the age at which the injury occurs". The lump sum benefit being considered here is not related to a person's pre-accident earnings and is therefore payable to both earners and non-earners. It is essentially a lump sum for pain and suffering. If the accident victim desires, the benefit may be paid periodically instead of as a single sum.

The second part of the "impairment benefit" will equally apply to earners and non-earners. It is clear that pre-accident income will not be a consideration in the determination of this benefit. The government states, "The periodical impairment payment involves, inter alia, compensation for loss of the ability to provide services to the family and broader community commitments, but for income earners it will involve some part of the ability to provide income-generating services to employers. Thus, for income earners, this benefit is seen as involving partial compensation for loss of earnings capacity". The only criteria upon which this determination is made are the victim's age and the degree of impairment.

The fourth major type of benefit proposed under the scheme is called the "loss of earnings capacity benefit". This also is a long-term benefit and will take the form of a periodic payment which is assessed after 18 months from the accident. It is a benefit essentially directed towards earners who can demonstrate a long-term loss of earning capacity. The benefit, however, is not a separate benefit. It is a supplement to the second part of the "impairment benefit". The scheme would pay 80 per cent of the
assessed loss of earnings capacity for a victim who has suffered a total loss of earnings, and 85 per cent for a partial loss of earnings capacity. The benefit would not be taxed.

Long-term periodic benefits may be calculated by adding the assessed periodic “impairment benefit” to the assessed “loss of earnings capacity benefit”. The total periodic benefit is then subject to a maximum annual payment of $18,200 [$350 per week] and a minimum of $9,776 [$188 per week]. The minimum annual payment may be supplemented by dependants’ allowances of $2,600 per annum for the first dependant and $832 per annum for each subsequent dependant. It should be noted that, “The periodical impairment benefit plus loss of earnings capacity benefit will be subject to a ceiling so that the total cannot be greater than assessed uninjured earning capacity”.

Pre-accident earning capacity is defined in the Transport Accident Bill to be the weekly amount the earner had the capacity to earn before the accident in employment reasonably available to the earner in view of the earner’s training, skills and experience (less tax). Because the loss of earning capacity benefits are stated to apply to earners as well as non-earners, non-earners are “deemed” to have a pre-accident earnings capacity loss of 60 per cent of Average Weekly Earnings.

Notable aspects of the death benefits in the scheme are a large lump sum payable to the surviving spouse [up to $67,630], and earnings-related periodic payments for the next five years. This will assist the spouse at a time when it is needed most, in the crucial adjustment period soon after the accident. The death benefits are similar to those proposed by the New South Wales Law Reform Commission.

iii) Administration and funding

The Victorian scheme is to be administered by an all-encompassing statutory body called the Transport Accident Commission. The body will take on the functions of the present Motor Accidents Board, the State Insurance Office and the Road Traffic Authority. The body will bear ultimate responsibility for all aspects of the scheme. The functions and objectives of the Transport Accident Commission will be: (a) To reduce the cost to the Victorian community of transport accidents. (b) To provide suitable and just compensation in respect of persons injured or who die as a result of transport accidents. (c) To speedily and efficiently determine claims for compensation. (d) To reduce the incidence of transport accidents. (e) To provide suitable systems for the effective rehabilitation of persons injured as a result of
transport accidents. Appeals from the decisions of the Commission will go to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal and from there to the Supreme Court of Victoria.

The government has opted for a fully-funded scheme and has re-structured the compulsory third-party motor vehicle insurance premium to more accurately reflect risk areas. As well as the former city/country zoning system, there is proposed an "intermediate" zone comprising the outer suburbs of Melbourne. The makes and types of vehicles have also been re-assessed. On 1st July, 1985, the government increased premiums by 16 per cent. Further, the government proposes a 50 per cent increase in fines for traffic offences. This will take effect from 1st January, 1987. The extra revenue from these fines will be used for the Commission's road safety activities.

Evaluation

Victoria was the first State in Australia to introduce a no-fault transport accident compensation scheme that has worked in conjunction with the common law. The problems with that arrangement were: the benefits were limited to a low $20,800; there was no automatic right for victims to receive long-term rehabilitation and on-going care and support facilities; and it became too expensive. More fundamentally, the partly no-fault arrangement still discriminated between those who could prove fault and those who could not. Those who demonstrated fault to the satisfaction of the courts were entitled to virtually unlimited damages whereas those who could not show fault, regardless of the extent of their injuries, were stuck with the above maximum figure.

The Victorian scheme is commendable in that it abolishes these artificial distinctions between the injured victims of accidents. At the time of introducing the scheme, the Victorian Premier stated that the basic elements of the scheme were not negotiable and only "fine tuning" would be considered as the legislation passed through Parliament.

The scheme as initially presented however, has a number of matters that need closer attention. As already observed, the scheme does not detail the rehabilitation facilities and care and support services that are to be available. Nor does it clearly spell out eligibility for these facilities and services. It is to be assumed that they will be worked out in future regulations or in the policy to be formulated and adopted by the Transport Accident Commission. Study of the New South Wales Law Reform
Commission's proposals on these issues reveals that it would be much more satisfactory for these matters to be included in the original legislation or at the very least, to be clearly formulated in advance.

Criticism may be made of the decision to adopt a 10 per cent threshold for compensating long-term accident injuries. The threshold is unreasonably high and there is no provision for flexibility. The Commission recommended 4 per cent and the Woodhouse Committee recommended 10 per cent, but with a provision for "unusual and special cases" and where it would avoid injustice. The Victorian Government rationalizes that, "The effect of this is to confine publicly financed compensation to persons with major loss of personal assets, and to require those with more limited loss to handle the situation within their own resources". It is submitted that the decision is arbitrary and cannot be supported. How is a non-earner with a "more limited loss" of, say 9 per cent, permanent injury going to "handle the situation" within his or her own resources?

On the question of benefits generally, it does not take much comparing to see that the benefits are less than those proposed by the New South Wales Law Reform Commission. Added to this is the fact that the costings were about two years apart. Another general observation of the Victorian scheme is that the calculations of the benefit entitlements are extremely confusing. Many complex formulae have been created which cannot be accurately tested at this stage.

A further, more fundamental shortcoming of the scheme is in the treatment of non-earners. Non-earners are to receive nothing by way of monetary compensation during the first 18 months of incapacity. This is despite the Victorian Government's statement, "Thus there is much in common between the loss incurred by a mother who can no longer provide care and attention to her family and an income earner who can no longer earn an income". Does the claim that earners have a "special place" in our society justify the exclusion of benefits to non-earners in the short-term crucial period when compensation is needed most? These issues are canvassed in the final chapter of this book.

In July 1986, the Law Institute of Victoria released a response to the Transport Accident Bill. Apart from the obvious condemnation of the abolition of fault, the Institute was very critical of the benefits provisions. Among some of the comments were the following, "The scheme proposed by the Government provides a maximum weekly payment of $400, subject to tax for the first 18 months only. This is less than Average Weekly Earnings
and thereafter it reduces to $325." "The lump-sum payments and ongoing weekly pensions in the main are very small and depend on a Guide to Impairment which classifies a colostomy as being too insignificant to be compensable! Benefits are significantly less than those provided by Workcare [workers' compensation], yet there can be no valid reason for treating transport accident victims differently to industrial accident victims."109.

The Victorian Government proposed that those who are not satisfied with the level of benefits can purchase "top-up" insurance. As to whether this is a desirable development, it is difficult to state. If such insurance becomes widespread and leads to differential treatment of accident victims who have the same injuries with regard to medical and rehabilitation treatment, this writer would argue against further insurance. A better alternative would be to improve the benefits and rationalise the rehabilitation and care facilities so that the incentive for other insurance is diminished. Otherwise, a class of "those who have top-up insurance" and "those who do not" will emerge with perhaps unfortunate results for the latter group.

On the whole, the Victorian Transport Accident Scheme has the appearance of not being as well-thought-out or planned as the Commission's proposals. Obviously, much use has been made of the Commission's Report in the scheme, but unfortunately, there is little and sometimes dubious justification for many of the decisions that have been made, especially in the areas where the scheme departs from the Commission's proposals. A more visionary proposal is called for—one that could be capable of being moulded into a national comprehensive compensation scheme. As noted above, the abolition of the distinctions between those who can prove fault and those who cannot is a welcome development. It will be an important feature of a national scheme. Further policy issues to be considered in a national scheme will be discussed in Chapter three.

Postscript

At the time this book was going to print, the Victorian Labor Government backed down on fundamental components of its transport accident reform package. Due to the majority of the Liberal and National Parties in the Legislative Council, and after extensive negotiations with the government, it was decided to completely restructure the benefits and to retain the common law negligence action. The new package, not yet implemented at the time of writing, involves: No-fault benefits for all people for up
to three years or $65,000—whichever comes first; no-fault benefits past this point only for those who are 50 per cent or more impaired and who have not been successful at common law; after 18 months, the long-term lump sum and annuity benefits will remain substantially unchanged; common law rights will be retained only where a victim has a “serious injury”, deemed by the new Bill to be 30 per cent impairment or greater; and, a common law threshold of $20,000 with a maximum of $450,000 for pecuniary (earnings) loss and a $20,000 threshold with a maximum of $200,000 for pain and suffering.

This new package of the Victorian Government is a grave disappointment to those interested in the future of accident compensation reform in this country. The result of the changes above will be that a victim who is seriously incapacitated to a degree of, say 45 per cent, and who is not able to establish the fault of another in the courts will only be eligible to a pool of $65,000 over a three-year period, and possibly the longer term benefits. However, if that victim could establish negligence, he or she will be entitled to claim from a pool of up to $650,000. This is in spite of the fact that both victims may have paid equal contributions to the insurance fund through vehicle registration payments. There is no social, rational or ethical justification for this situation. It is to be hoped that future accident compensation reforms in other Australian States do not follow this path.

Reaction to no-fault proposals

New South Wales

The most significant aspect of the public reaction to the Commission’s Report is that there has been very little. It has been two years at the time of writing since the publication of the Report, and only a smattering of comment has surfaced from the public and academics. This is a far cry from those heady days in 1983 and 1984 when there was vigorous debate in newspapers and academic journals. The lack of response from the public-at-large could be explained largely by lack of knowledge and understanding of how the present compensation systems work.\textsuperscript{110}

What reaction there was to the Commission’s work on accident compensation reform came after the publication of the \textit{Working Paper} in May 1983. The main source of opposition seemed to come from the legal profession. The organization which spearheaded the campaign against the Commission’s proposals was the Law Society of New South Wales.
The Society attempted to discredit the proposals by placing full-page advertisements in major New South Wales newspapers and spending large sums of money on brochures and public relations exercises. In fact, the Society allocated itself a fund of up to $500,000 for its compensation fighting campaign. Similarly, the Law Council of Australia and New South Wales Bar Association were active in opposing the abolition of the negligence action. The Law Council established a committee and pooled substantial funds to oppose the Federal Government's plans on no-fault. In what was probably the most radical gesture of opposition, 100 lawyers from Sydney's western suburbs marched in protest to the proposed scheme just one month before the final Report was released by the Commission. One need not speculate as to the reason why these lawyers took such desperate measures to voice their opinions. This is a profession which prides itself on rational action and advice, on taking matters through the proper channels, and in caring for the best interests of their clients—members of the public. Drastic action such as street marches only serve to discredit the profession and make people question the self-interest element of their opposition.

In September 1983, the Law Society released a 35-page reply to the Commission's Working Paper. The reply was a strongly-worded exercise in destructive criticism. By the selective use of extreme hypothetical examples, the Society attacked various aspects of the proposed scheme, as well as the scheme's fundamental premises. Predictably, the Society's main objection was the proposed abolition of the common law negligence action. Its "progressive" attitude to legal and social reform is evidenced by the second paragraph of its reply: "The Law Society is unequivocally opposed to these radical changes in the law. While the Law Society agrees that there is a need for reform of the existing law, the Society believes that the necessary changes should be made cautiously, and based upon proven models". The reply was widely circulated in New South Wales, especially to the media.

Rather than contribute constructively to the accident compensation debate in New South Wales, the Society decided to lobby direct to the State Government. It proposed its own transport injury compensation scheme called "Wage Care". It proposed a similar system to the dual fault/no-fault scheme that operated in Victoria. From the details that were available, it was clear that the no-faults benefits proposed were minimal. It was proposed to give accident victims who could not prove fault 85 per cent of pre-accident earnings. However, this would be subject to an
absolute maximum of $45,000 (at July 1985). The source of funding would be the same as that proposed by the Commission, although the Society expected that the Commonwealth would provide grants to make up the necessary funds. Of course, the existing common law claims would come out of that same fund. The proposed scheme would be administered by a statutory body or a branch of the Government Insurance Office of New South Wales.

Apart from minimal benefits, there were three fundamental defects of the Law Society proposals. Firstly, the forensic lottery of the common law would be perpetuated. The maintenance of the common law would preserve the distinction between victims who could prove fault, and those who could not. Secondly, being an exclusively earnings-related scheme, there were no provisions for non-earners. Finally, there was no mention of rehabilitation facilities or care and support services for the injured.

At the time of writing, the Commission’s Report has not been implemented. It has been two years since the Report was submitted to the State Labor Government. There has been no official comment on the Report. The Hawke Labor Government in Canberra has also been silent on the Report. The lack of response has been disappointing considering the stated election policy of the Hawke Government that it would establish a national comprehensive scheme in stages. The silence has led Colin Phegan, a Commissioner of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission, to state, “The Report of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission appears to have had no influence. More to the point, the Transport Accident Scheme recommended in the Report, which provided the Government of New South Wales with the opportunity to move to the forefront of accident compensation reform, has so far elicited no public response, positive or negative, from the Government. This ominous silence is matched in Canberra”. The former Chairman of the Commission and chief architect of the scheme, Ronald Sackville, stated, “The establishment of schemes providing periodic compensation to accident victims, irrespective of fault, would result in substantial benefits to Commonwealth finances, both in the form of increased taxation revenue and reduced social security and health expenditure. Moreover, even without fundamental reform of accident compensation arrangements, there is an obvious need to integrate the national health and compensation systems in order to minimise the waste, abuses and anomalies that characterise existing arrangements. Despite the opportunity to encourage joint Commonwealth-State initiatives designed to work towards a more
Although the accident compensation debate was relatively quiet in New South Wales in 1985, 1986 saw much action and discussion. In March 1986, the New South Wales Law Society became convinced that the then Wran Government was going to introduce legislation very soon that would abolish lump sums for transport accident victims and, possibly the common law action. The legal profession reacted swiftly by calling for common law accident claims to be filed immediately and placed large advertisements in the newspapers. It then appeared that the government was merely considering the reforms and was by no means near to introducing legislation. It was clear that the State Government's reconsideration of reform was prompted by the massive falls in the Government Insurance Office reserves. In March 1986, outstanding third-party claims exceeded reserves by at least $1.3 billion. At the time of writing, it appears that the State's workers' compensation system is also at a crisis stage. The major insurance companies who handle workers' compensation in New South Wales banded together and threatened to boycott the compensation system unless the State Government agreed to demands of premium rises for employers of up to 70 per cent. The New South Wales Government subsequently released two Green Papers in September 1986. Both titled Options For Reform, one dealt with the N.S.W. workers' compensation scheme and the other with a transport accident compensation scheme. The papers included a number of fundamental reform options, many of which have been canvassed in this book. At the time of writing, the Unsworth Government was still considering these options.

Victoria

It was anticipated by the Law Institute of Victoria early in 1986 that the Victorian Government would soon reform the transport accident compensation system. In a similar manner to their New South Wales counterparts, the profession advertised for all common law claims to be registered immediately. The Law Institute made very detailed proposals to the Victorian Government for the upgrading of the dual fault/no-fault scheme. In December 1985, the Institute released its plan for a Motor Vehicle Compensation Scheme for Victoria. This was closely followed in January 1986 by a proposal for a "threshold" or a limit on common law damages claims. Read together, these proposals argue for the retention of the common law action with
an increase in the maximum benefits payable under the no-fault scheme from $20,800 to $33,176. Common law damages would be limited by a threshold on non-economic losses such as pain and suffering which would eliminate small claims. The proposals would also cut back compensation to the more seriously injured by decreasing all compensation payouts. Like the New South Wales Law Society proposals, there was no provision for non-earners in the statutory scheme, and no mention of rehabilitation or longer-term care and support for accident victims. Again, the proposals fundamentally distinguished between those who can prove fault and those who cannot. The Institute's claimed justification for perpetuating the common law action was the unsupported statement that, "The fundamental flaw of total no-fault schemes is that they take benefits away from the innocent victims of motor vehicle accidents in order to provide benefits to those persons who cause accidents".  

**Conclusion**

It is important to recognise the manner in which the submissions and campaigns of the legal profession have been conducted. In order to gain public and political sympathy, the lawyers have cloaked their arguments in seemingly rational, self-evident and conclusive language. To many members of the public, pleas about "fundamental principles of justice", "fundamental rights" and the negligence action as being a "cornerstone of our legal system for over one hundred years" do appear convincing. However, they disguise the real issues and prevent the public from perceiving the broader issues. If the profession as a whole could step back for a while and attempt to understand the broader social issues, it could present its arguments to the public in a truly rational and constructive manner. The Victorian Government has argued that there are many opportunities for the involvement of the legal profession in the expanding Victorian economy: "It is to be hoped that the legal profession, rather than seeking to preserve an area of activity which has been assessed as no longer being of value to the community, can grasp these opportunities and contribute to the further expansion of the Victorian economy".  

It should be easily apparent why many solicitors and barristers are opposed to no-fault proposals. They have a vested interest in the fault system. The system provides them with a large percentage of their income. So too, the fault system throughout Australia provides income and profits to the medical profession and the insurers. It would seem that the way many perceive the issue is
that the perpetuation of the present fault system means the perpetuation of their income. The cosmetic proposals to introduce no-fault compensation alongside common law rights in transport schemes is considered as ideal. The common law is maintained and everyone will receive at least some compensation through the no-fault component. It is seen as a compromise, one that does not pose as much of a threat to the abovementioned interest.

As already argued, no-fault schemes that operate with the existing common law do not solve the many fundamental inequities, inconsistencies and inequalities that are inherent in the fault system. Lawyers, like the insurance industry, will quickly find new work to do.

Of course, not all lawyers reject the abolition of the common law negligence action. The New South Wales Society of Labor Lawyers has given strong support in favour of a pure no-fault scheme. The President of the Society summed up the situation by stating, "The question is how far self-interest should prevail over the common good. The government must enact new legislation, and if a few toes get trodden on it will be a small price to pay". Many other lawyers oppose the profession's campaign against no-fault. In a letter to the Law Society Journal in 1984, one solicitor pointed out his problems with the Society's proposals on a dual transport accident scheme. He argued,

* It is unacceptable for innocent people who can't prove negligence to be worse off than those who can.
* A "guilty" person who has suffered severe injuries should not be further punished by being denied compensation.
* Frequently, the "negligence" is so small as to be largely a legal fiction. The problem is really a social one for which negligence is an outmoded concept.
* The present system resembles a lottery and the delays and costs are unacceptable.

Another New South Wales solicitor pleaded that, "We must look to the future for our income, not to the past. Innovative, practical, supportive and beneficial work must be generated. The investment of money preserving a bad idea will not make it a good one".

If any scheme of compensation is to work effectively, it should have the understanding and support of the legal profession. This is not necessarily a prerequisite for wide-reaching reform, but it is, at the very least, a desirable one. In a recent speech to law students, the Chief Justice of Australia, Sir Harry Gibbs, stated, "The nature of legal practice is changing. The members of the profession are naturally worried when a field of practice in which they were accustomed to graze with ease and profit now becomes
closed to them. For example, during my lifetime large numbers of the profession came to depend for their living on actions for damages for negligence causing personal injuries, and there is at the present time particular concern lest actions of this kind be abolished by legislation. The profession must learn to adapt to changes of this kind. It has always been the case that the nature of legal work changes in accordance with social needs... However, as one form of legal activity withers away another takes its place. The death of fault liability will not bring disaster to the legal profession. In a rapidly expanding and complex interdependent society new and developing avenues of legal work will emerge.
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Chapter 3

THE PHILOSOPHY OF A NEW SCHEME

The basic principles

If a national comprehensive compensation scheme is to be implemented, basic goals, priorities and principles must be formulated which are generally acceptable to the community and not utopian in their realization. The basic principles, whether achieved on a national basis by all-encompassing federal reform, or by State-by-State/federal reform, must be clear, co-ordinated and paramount.

The Woodhouse Committee proposed five principles upon which the national scheme would operate, namely: community responsibility, comprehensive entitlement, complete rehabilitation, real compensation, and administrative efficiency. While these principles may seem reasonable at first glance, further inspection will reveal that there may well be fundamental inconsistencies between them and even within them. The major source of potential conflict lies between the goals of rehabilitation and compensation. The understanding of that conflict is a central theme of this Chapter.

Community responsibility

The Woodhouse Committee advanced three main reasons why the community should accept responsibility for the compensation and rehabilitation of accident victims and the sick. First, the Committee referred to the “civilised reasons of humanity”. It did not explain or elaborate on this assertion. Perhaps this was just as well. If the Committee had attempted to explain what “civilised reasons of humanity” meant, it could have left itself open to criticism or question. As it stands, nobody would be prepared to argue against the notion. Who is not in favour of the “civilised reasons of humanity”? Harold Luntz has commented that one does hope that compassion and concern for one’s fellow human beings would be widespread, but, “there are still many people who, despite the sobering statistics of injury, adopt the attitude that ‘it couldn’t happen to me’ rather than ‘there but for the grace of God go I’ . . . they will not see that the suffering of individuals is due to the way society is organised, not individual fault”.

The second reason put forward by the Committee as to why the community should accept responsibility was based on the “economic reasons of self-interest”. On this point, the Committee
stated, "If the well-being of the workforce is neglected the economy will soon suffer injury and society itself thus has much to lose". Added to this should be the contribution of non-earners to society. It is not only the well-being of the workforce which must be protected, but also that of homemakers, students, children and others who have left the workforce. Their contribution to an increasingly inter-active and interdependent economy must be recognized.

The final reason offered by the Committee was that "rights universally enjoyed must be accompanied by obligations universally accepted." This assertion is related to the argument discussed in Chapter 1, that accidents are caused not solely by individual fault, but result from a multiplicity of factors that stem from the way this society is organized. If the rights and benefits of our activities are to be shared, so too must the cost of those activities be shared by all.

There may well be evidence of community responsibility in this country. The workers' compensation systems indicate that the public no longer tolerates uncompensated workers who cannot prove fault. There may be evidence in the implementation and public acceptance of the Victorian, Tasmanian and Northern Territory motor vehicle accident compensation schemes outlined earlier. If society is willing to accept responsibility for injured workers and transport accident victims, it is very likely that it will be prepared to accept an extension of no-fault coverage to include everyone injured, by whatever cause.

**Comprehensive entitlement**

As stated by the Woodhouse Committee, the principle of comprehensive entitlement requires that, "all should be eligible to share in a scheme supported by funds to which all have contributed. It rightly calls for equal treatment of equal claims". The implementation of this principle in a national scheme requires the abandonment of the selective common-law system which leaves substantial numbers of accident victims uncompensated. In a national scheme, the principle would operate at its widest and all Australians would be subject to the same criteria when incapacitated through injury or illness. However, a limited State scheme, such as the one proposed by the New South Wales Law Reform Commission, must utilise the principle strictly for a certain class of victims such as transport accident victims. Therefore, the Commission's policy on this point is that: "transport accident victims suffering similar losses (however assessed) should receive
similar compensation, regardless of whether the victim can prove that somebody else was at fault, or whether he or she was at fault for the accident." The only problem with this policy is with the definition of "losses". In an earnings-related compensation scheme, the main component of this loss is the economic loss—the loss of future earnings or capacity to earn. A person who does not earn an income, or who is temporarily out of the workforce will not be eligible for such compensation. Therefore, it must be remembered that an assertion of equality of treatment does not at all mean equality of result.

The Commission did not separately canvass the principle of community responsibility, but instead incorporated it into the comprehensive entitlement principle. The Commission recognized that the ultimate objective of comprehensive entitlement could not be attained within a limited State scheme, but that the scheme could stand on its own and hasten the advent of a national compensation scheme. The Commission was influenced by three major considerations in the adoption of the principle. The first was the "civilised reasons of humanity" argument of the Woodhouse Committee. Secondly, the Commission stated that the use of motor vehicles or public transport services creates a risk of death or serious injury which is an "unavoidable part of everyday life". Because the risks are shared by virtually every member of the community and the activities are an essential element of modern society, the fault criterion is no longer a satisfactory basis for allocating compensation. Finally, the Commission argued that compulsory third party motor vehicle insurance can be seen as a broadly-based tax, the cost of which is met "directly or indirectly by virtually all members of the community". The Commission argued that community responsibility flows from comprehensive entitlement. If society in general is identified as responsible for the "cause" of accident-producing activities, then responsibility for compensating accident victims should fall on the community as a whole. While this argument is clearly valid and crucial to the establishment of a no-fault scheme, the assertion by the Commission that third party motor vehicle premiums constitute a "broadly-based tax" warrants closer attention. The Commission has proposed that the transport scheme be funded by contributions from motor vehicle owners, contributions from public transport authorities and a possible levy on drivers' licences. This means that a direct contribution would be paid by all motor vehicle owners and by drivers. The indirect contribution to the scheme would come from all users of the public transport system through the payment of fares. Motor
vehicles are owned and driven by both earners and non-earners. Public transport is also utilised by earners and non-earners. If contributions to the scheme are paid equally by all members of the community, should not their entitlements be the same? The Commission stated that, "the funds provided by the community at large should be used for the benefit of all members of the community injured in transport accidents . . .". The Commission was, of course, aware that the principle of comprehensive entitlement could not be perfectly realized in a limited State scheme. However, if both earners and non-earners contribute equally to a compensation fund, they should receive equally the same, or at least similar, levels of benefits.

**Complete rehabilitation**

The third basic principle of a new national scheme must be complete rehabilitation. The Woodhouse Committee described this goal as the primary objective. The policy will be to: "encourage every incapacitated person to recover the maximum degree of bodily health and vocational utility and social well-being at the earliest possible time . . . every incentive must be built into the system as a whole—for the promotion of personal effort, individual reliance and finally self-respect". The Woodhouse Committee defined rehabilitation as "the restoration of the handicapped to the fullest physical, mental, social, vocational and economic usefulness of which they are capable". The Committee presented a comprehensive plan for rehabilitating all handicapped persons in the community. The Australian Government would direct and co-ordinate increased training opportunities and facilities, the financing of State rehabilitation units within hospitals, the development of 42 comprehensive rehabilitation centres around Australia, the establishment of an artificial aids and appliances service, the generation of publicity, information and research, and the organization of a placement service for the disabled.

The need for rehabilitation as an essential goal of a new scheme is reflected in the failure of the common law to influence the rehabilitation of accident victims. Indeed, it has been well-known that the operation of the common law discourages rehabilitation. Both the Woodhouse Committee and the New South Wales Law Reform Commission received many submissions arguing and demonstrating this fact. The Woodhouse Committee stated that this presents a strong argument against the retention of the common-law process and that supporters of the common
law had paid little attention to the issue in their submission.\textsuperscript{19} The New South Wales Law Reform Commission's information is much more up-to-date, and examines in detail the effects of the common law on rehabilitation. The Commission discusses the medically-diagnosed condition called "accident compensation neurosis" which is closely linked to the victim's anticipation of a pending claim.\textsuperscript{20} The Commission also argues on a more fundamental level that the goals of rehabilitation and the assessment of damages are in conflict under the common law: "The common law emphasizes what was lost, be it quality of life, loss of earning capacity or loss of function. The greater these losses, the larger the damages awarded. Rehabilitation will seek to minimise or eliminate these losses, and concentrate on remaining abilities, and so efforts to rehabilitate may result in reduction in damage awards".\textsuperscript{21} The Commission's proposals to promote rehabilitation are the speedy payment of compensation and provision of substitute services, the final assessment of long-term partial incapacity, and the returning of all "compensable" accident victims to the Commonwealth medical, hospital and ancillary services arrangements.\textsuperscript{22}

By placing transport accident victims in the hands of the Commonwealth health system and Medicare, the Commission proposes to avoid State responsibility for the costs of rehabilitation. This is the first hint of a real attempt to involve the Commonwealth in the proposed State scheme and it will serve as a basis for further State/federal co-operation when the scheme is extended to other areas and enacted by each State. The Federal Government is best equipped to deal with the provision of uniform health and rehabilitation services on a national level. The Federal Government should not object to spending more money on these services because it will make substantial savings on the social welfare system due to the proposed periodic payment of compensation.\textsuperscript{23}

Rehabilitation must be a primary goal of a national compensation scheme. As A. K. Clarke commented in relation to the Victorian scheme,\textsuperscript{24} any scheme which provides only monetary assistance is less than half a scheme and ignores the greatest needs of the disabled. Coupled with the rehabilitation goal is the "care" goal of a national scheme. Harold Luntz has commented: "Where we have failed, it is our duty to attempt to remedy the failure by rehabilitation. Again, in so far as we succeed in rehabilitating the injured and the sick, the need for compensation is diminished and productivity is increased. But there will always remain a core of injuries which cannot be eradicated; there will be deaths and
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severe disabilities where rehabilitation is impossible. In such instances the community as a whole must bear the burden of compensation." Professor Luntz's comments are quite apt. However, the community must not only bear the burden of compensation but may also be required to bear the burden of the longer term care and assistance of accident victims. It may have to do the latter at the expense of diminution of monetary compensation. The dual goals of rehabilitation and care feature prominently in the work of the Commission. Possible conflict between these goals and the goal of "real compensation" will be examined further at the end of this Chapter.

Real compensation

The fourth basic principle in the establishment of a new compensation scheme is a realistic level of benefits. The Woodhouse Committee stated that, "the primary purpose of the compensation scheme is aimed at providing money payments that will enable the sick and injured to maintain substantially their living standards". Thus, the Woodhouse Committee designed a system of earnings-related benefits for incapacity. The Committee did not seriously consider any other scheme of benefits, such as a system using needs or disability-based criteria for the provision of compensation. The argument used to support the policy choice was that higher earnings are usually matched by heavier commitments, and if income ceases to flow, great financial strains may soon arise. The Committee argued that in times of adversity, everybody should have the chance to receive back part of the contribution they had made earlier to the economy in general and to the social welfare fund. The policy adopted, as stated in the New Zealand Woodhouse Report, was: "The losses of individuals vary greatly and so do their continuing commitments. A fair part of their different losses and a fair part of their sudden problems will not be relieved by a system which ignores lost earnings in favour of a general average of assistance. The only way in which a comprehensive system of compensation can operate equitably is by linking benefits to earning capacity and by taking into account permanent disability". Terence Ison, in his 1967 plan for reform, placed income maintenance as the primary goal of compensation: "The primary goal should be income security, i.e., to maintain the real income of anyone disabled from earnings through sickness or injury at a level not greatly below that which he had reached on a steady basis prior to the disability". There is no denying that the Woodhouse assertion that a person's
commitments are related to his or her earnings is to some degree correct. There would be hardship if that income were to stop suddenly because of injury. But whether this justifies the provision of income-related benefits in the long-term is open to question.

In a limited State scheme such as the one proposed by the New South Wales Commission, it has already been argued that the provision of earnings-related benefits to transport accident victims when the contributions to the fund are not related to earnings is regressive. The Commission itself has stated that in formulating the proposals, it was influenced by the fact that there was a ready and adequate source of funds available for compensating transport accident victims. This enabled the Commission to recommend earnings-related payments in the short and long terms of incapacity. It was influenced also by the fact that the restitution principle is "entrenched" in the provision of common-law damages to this class of accident victim. The Commission further recognized that once the scheme is extended to other areas where funds are limited or non-existent, some "modification" of the scheme will be necessary.

In a truly comprehensive national scheme, the provision of "real compensation" will be influenced by a number of factors. These factors include how far the scheme has been extended (will it cover illness as well as personal injury?), and what funds are available for monetary compensation. If the payment of a levy on income tax is required in a national scheme, as proposed by the Woodhouse Committee, the provision of earnings-related compensation would not be entirely regressive. However, if the scheme is to eventually merge into the social security framework earnings-related compensation in the long-term would have to be re-assessed. The Commission recognizes that the merger of a national scheme into social security is possible in the future: "Ultimately it may also be desirable to attempt to integrate the compensation and social security systems, so that all people who, for whatever reason, cannot support themselves receive adequate levels of support".

This writer believes that in a national scheme, earnings-related compensation should be provided for only a limited period. The limit set on that period would probably be arbitrary, but a limit of, say, six months would not be unreasonable. This accords with the present limit on workers' earnings-related compensation which only runs for six months from the date of the incapacity. After that period, the victim would be entitled to a set flat-rate payment, plus the continuing provision of long-term care and rehabilitation services. This writer's concern with the Commission's chosen base
of compensation is that although the principle of restitution has been limited in a number of ways (through limits on the levels of benefits, and a short waiting period for commencement of benefits) it will still be perpetuated in the long-term for accident victims. This will make it considerably more difficult in the future when the scheme is extended to other areas and benefits will have to be restricted or limited. People will continue to be influenced by the restitution principle and will strongly resist a change in the benefits.

In making the recommendations of earnings-related benefits in the long-term, the Commission has solved the possible dilemma of recommending to the State Government a scheme that would be politically unacceptable because it does not conform to community expectations which are influenced by the existing common law. Instead, the Commission has made future modification of the levels of benefits more difficult, and possibly more distant.

This does not mean, of course, that the government should not implement the proposals. They should be implemented immediately. However, the government should be forward-looking and implement immediate reform that can easily be extended into an integrated national scheme.

**Administrative efficiency**

As the Woodhouse Committee stated, the fifth basic principle speaks for itself. Administrative efficiency must be a major feature of a new scheme. The common-law system has been criticised for its wasteful use of resources and general inconsistency and inefficiency: "There is a clear need for the new process to be handled on a co-ordinated basis and for the collection of funds and their distribution as benefits to be organised promptly, consistently, economically and without contention". Harold Luntz has demonstrated how wasteful expenditure of money is inherent in the common-law system. He describes a typical fault-based claim where investigators are employed, and experts, solicitors and barristers are engaged. Along with scarce medical resources, the numbers are duplicated because of the adversary nature of the system. If the case gets to court then the court's time is used up inordinately hearing the claim. There is also considerable pressure to settle on unfavourable terms. He concluded: "The answers which the Woodhouse Report proposes to the inefficiency of the common law are to do away with lump sums, to provide for speedy assessment, to allow for interim
These features must be a part of any comprehensive national scheme.

It may be observed that cost considerations and administrative efficiency have now become the modern "catch-cry" in accident compensation reform. Escalating costs in workers' compensation premiums and insurance payouts, combined with the heavy financial burden on the courts, make cost considerations paramount in the 1980s. Professor Ronald Sackville has discussed this new slant on compensation reform and stated: "This concern with costs means that the climate in which reforms are now being considered is very different from that prevailing in the late 1960's or early 1970's. It does not necessarily mean that the time for boldness is past, although the times perhaps warrant a particular sensitivity on the part of the policy makers to the constraints or reforms". In the 1978 English Pearson Report it was estimated that (in 1977 values) the average total tort payments over the years 1971-1976 were 202 million pounds per annum and that it cost some 175 million pounds per annum to collect and distribute this sum. P. S. Atiyah examined these figures and stated: "On the basis of these estimates we can thus say that about 45 per cent of the total cost of the tort system is swallowed up in administration (including, of course, legal costs), i.e., that for every 1 pound collected by way of premium, 45 pence goes in costs and 55 pence goes to accident victims". Atiyah criticised the Royal Commission for not making use of this information and for not asking the fundamental question: Are we getting value for money in our tort system? It is suggested that while these figures are not directly applicable in Australia, they serve as a general indicator of the inefficiency of tort liability as a system of compensation.

The New South Wales Law Reform Commission has developed principles of administration in the proposed transport accidents scheme. They are: entitlement, including the recognition that everyone has a right to compensation; independence, to the government of the day as far as possible; flexibility; high quality decision-making; and finally, speed in decision-making and in providing compensation. These five principles should also be the guiding principles of a national compensation scheme.

The problems of non-earners

Introduction

One of the most vexed questions the compensation reformers must answer is how to compensate people who do not earn an
income and suffer personal injury if the chosen basis of compensation is earnings-related. As discussed earlier, the needs-based, or disability-based compensation models do not take account of pre-accident earnings and there is no necessity to divide the population into the categories of earners and non-earners. One member of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission has stated, "Where a statutory scheme is based on earnings-related compensation, the problem of non-earners is an intractable one. There are no easy answers which can magically achieve a fair and consistent response." The Commission itself conceded the difficulty of the problem when it stated, "We consider that compensation of non-earners embodies perhaps the most difficult issues that arise in relation to the structure of a no-fault scheme". The questions which must be dealt with include: Who is a non-earner, possibly answered by asking who is an earner? Should non-earners be compensated for their losses? And if so, what are those losses and should they be quantified? What should be the basis for compensation of non-earners, and is that basis philosophically reflected in the scheme as a whole? These questions must be addressed and they serve as an indicator that no earnings-related compensation scheme can positively exclude non-earners. Such a scheme would not be acceptable to the estimated 57 per cent of the population of New South Wales who were not in receipt of any earnings at the time of the 1981 census. It would not be acceptable to a number of interest groups and organizations which represent various non-earners. It is likely that a scheme which ignored any form of compensation to non-earners would be politically unacceptable. No government should ignore or play down the needs and potential needs of over one-half of the population whilst satisfying the rest. Non-earners make substantial contributions to society in many kinds of ways and at various stages of their lives. These contributions should be recognized in a substantial way. Non-earners must be entitled to compensation. Further, they must be entitled to rehabilitation and support services. A national comprehensive scheme should make extensive provision for the people who do not happen to work at the time of the accident.

Who are the non-earners?

The people who fall into the category of non-earners include full-time homemakers, children, school leavers yet to commence work, students undertaking training or tertiary education after they have left school, people on leave from employment, long-term
or short-term unemployed people actively seeking work, and unemployed people not actively seeking work. Although this category represents a numerical majority of the population, it is one of the least represented in the accident compensation debate. The reasons for this invisibility are that it lacks cohesiveness, it has little or no active or effectively organized representation, and it does not even perceive itself as an identifiable group. Those who "set the agenda", namely the lawyers, insurers, politicians and other vested interest groups, are virtually unanimous in their perception of non-earners as marginal or even irrelevant in the debate.

**Should non-earners be compensated?**

There has been a significant lack of consideration given to the problem of non-earners in the past. Earlier reports have given the issues cursory attention. Even the Woodhouse Report failed to give detailed reasoning for the way in which it "deemed" non-earners eligible to receive the minimum notional weekly earnings. The New South Wales Law Reform Commission has been praised for its presentation of the relevant issues in the Working Paper. However, it must be noted that the Commission's discussion in that paper only related to non-earners who were "wholly incapacitated for work or other activities". Therefore the Commission did not seriously consider issues of compensation for partially incapacitated non-earners. In other words, the Commission did not discuss compensating non-earners in the short-term, but only in the long-term.

The Commission decided on a broadly-worded title for the economic loss faced by non-earners, naming it "loss of economic capacity" in the Working Paper. There are a number of arguments against compensating non-earners for loss of economic capacity. One major argument claims that non-earners have suffered no demonstrable loss of earnings or earning capacity. They had no earnings immediately prior to the accident and they have no expectation of future earnings in the short-term. Therefore, in a compensation scheme based on lost earnings, or earning capacity, it is argued that there is no sound basis for paying earnings-related compensation. Another argument against compensating non-earners claims that predictions of future entry into the workforce and future possible earnings are too arbitrary. Of course, this criticism is equally true of the common-law system where the court attempts to assess the future economic loss of a non-earner. One further argument that has been advanced...
would deem an individual assessment of the losses of non-earners as an administratively inefficient and costly exercise.\textsuperscript{61}

The Commission has identified three main arguments in favour of compensating non-earners for loss of economic capacity. The first argument is that many non-earners perform indispensable functions which have substantial economic value: "If a homemaker, for example, is incapacitated through accidental injury, the family unit suffers economic loss. The services previously provided by the homemaker either have to be purchased or provided by other family members, thus reducing their capacity to do other things, including earning an income".\textsuperscript{62}

This argument is directed towards the non-earner's household or family rather than the injured non-earner. A closely-related argument would be that it is the injured non-earner who suffers the loss of not providing services to the household. That loss is a real loss and should be compensated. This would be consistent with the approach taken under the \textit{Family Law Act} 1975 where provision is made for alteration of property orders. The court is obliged to consider the indirect contribution of a homemaker or parent\textsuperscript{63} and that contribution must be recognized \textit{not} in a token way, but in a substantial way.\textsuperscript{64} The rationale for this position is explained by the High Court: "The contribution of a homemaker or parent is to free the other party to the marriage, usually the husband or father, to devote his time and energy to the pursuit of financial gain and so to make a real and substantial contribution to the acquisition, conservation or improvement of property where the moneys gained are used for any of those purposes".\textsuperscript{65}

The Family Court of Australia summed it up by citing the metaphor that: "The cock can feather the nest because he does not have to spend most of his time sitting on it".\textsuperscript{66} The law's recognition of the contribution of homemakers and parents is long overdue. This recognition must be extended to any no-fault scheme. Generally, women and those who perform large amounts of unpaid work have not been regarded in the past as being engaged in "economic" or "productive" work. However, the inability to continue this work must be a compensable loss and assessed as such.\textsuperscript{67}

The second argument in favour of compensating non-earners for economic loss may be called the "lost opportunity" argument. Even though non-earners have no immediate prospects or intention of becoming earners, an accidental injury may deprive them of the option to enter or re-enter the workforce.\textsuperscript{68} This argument takes into account the changing pattern of the workforce in Australia. Labour force statistics have demonstrated how women have become more active in the workforce and that their activities
alter at various stages of their lives. The argument highlights the arbitrary nature of earnings-related compensation based on workforce status. One commentator has noted that, "a scheme which bases a victim's continuing entitlement to compensation on workforce status at the date of the accident is no more equitable than a scheme which bases entitlement on admissible evidence of fault." The "lost opportunity" argument may apply to any non-earner who is a potential earner, and includes school children and students in tertiary institutions, homemakers and parents, mature-age students and the unemployed. The third argument is a more general one which was advanced by the Woodhouse Committee. To accord with the principle of comprehensive entitlement, the Committee recognized that: "The elderly and the young must be considered on a basis which recognizes past or potential contributions to the productive effort of the nation: and the housewife because of her direct and continuing contribution to that effort." The New South Wales Commission reached the "tentative" view in the Working Paper that "some" compensation should be provided to non-earners for their loss of economic capacity. As noted, however, this view related only to non-earners injured in the long term. The Commission expressed no opinion about compensation in the short term. At the stage of the Working Paper, the Commission was unsure of the proper basis on which to assess the compensation for non-earners injured in the long term. This "extremely difficult" issue was discussed by mooting four possible options. It is instructive to examine those options in the light of the Commission's final recommendation in the Report.

**Options for assessment of compensation for non-earners**

**The flat rate principle**

This was the method adopted by the Woodhouse Commission, where non-earners were attributed with notional earnings at a minimum flat rate of $50 (in 1974). The main advantage of this method is its simplicity. It would be easy to administer and be administratively efficient. The benefits could be set by reference to the victim's needs, assessed on a standard basis. The main difficulty with the approach is that: "The flat rate may bear no particular relationship either to the loss sustained by the non-earner (such as the inability to provide household services, and the ability to enter or re-enter the workforce) or to any other convenient benchmark (such as social security payments to people..."
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disabled through illness). If the payments proposed are low, they may be thought to provide inadequate compensation to injured people. If they are set at a high level they may place a serious financial burden on the scheme and provide a windfall to some categories of injured non-earners.

The social security principle

Under this principle, compensation would be paid at the same level as federal social security payments. As with the flat rate approach, compensation would be paid without an individual assessment of loss according to standard rates. The advantage of this method is that compensation is assessed at the same rate for persons incapacitated through injury or illness and does not distinguish between the two. There would also be cost advantages in a State scheme, where persons eligible for federal social security (through the operation of a means test) would save payments from the State. However, the Commission recognizes that social security payments would only be “modest” since most benefits are merely at subsistence levels and are below the poverty line. This would not be adequate compensation for loss of economic capacity. At least two groups argued in their submissions that the minimum payment of compensation should not be less than the poverty line. The New South Wales Society of Labor Lawyers further stated, “We oppose a system of separating the richer and the poorer non-earners, and which sends the poorer ones into the federal system with its oppressive enforcement and long delays in its appeal system”.

The substitute services principle

This is the principle which the Commission eventually decided to propose. Substitute services would be provided, or compensation would be paid by reference to the household or domestic work provided by the non-earner before incapacity. The New Zealand and Victorian compensation schemes utilise this principle. There are a number of difficulties with this approach. One is that the payments (if there are payments) would be to the household and not directly to the person suffering the loss. Also it excludes, by definition, any other category of non-earners who do not perform household services. Yet another method of assessment would have to be devised for them. There is the problem of determining the amount of services actually provided before the accident. “The amount of services provided would vary drastically from a child who washes up after
the evening meal, through to a teenage student who may tidy her or his room occasionally to a full-time child-carer/homemaker who spends virtually 24 hours day seven days a week providing care and services to a young family. Such a basis would require frequent individual assessment and reassessment into areas which it would be very difficult to quantify. There is a fundamental objection to the substitute services approach. The argument notes that it is inconsistent with the method chosen for earners. Since both earners and non-earners contribute to the housework to varying degrees, why should earners not be able to claim the value of their work over and above their other benefits? The principle is not philosophically consistent with the limits placed on compensation for earners. It has been proposed that compensation cease at 65 years of age for earners, but domestic and housework should not have such age limits. Further, use of the principle may bring in two different assessments of incapacity. Non-earners would be assessed on capacity for paid employment. The result may be conceptual confusion of the principles which could promote litigation and create unnecessary complications. The provision of substitute services for injured non-earners may not be fundamentally consistent with the treatment of earners. However, it does have a number of advantages. The provision of those services would be as of right. It would resolve much of the anguish suffered by the injured non-earners who cannot look after the household, and at the same time relieve the extra burden that usually falls on the other members of the household when someone is incapacitated.

The lost opportunity principle

Under this principle, compensation would be paid to non-earners in order to replace the income that could have been expected in the future but for the injury. The Commission recognized that the principle would create serious difficulties if each case had to be assessed individually. The problems would be the same as those which beset the common law in its assessment of future lost earning capacity. There are two different methods of implementing a lost opportunity approach. One could compensate for the loss of the chance to earn an income. This was how the Society of Labor Lawyers saw the principle, and they argued that the concept was "very vague" and the compensation for a lost chance would be low. The other method of compensating non-earners under this principle is to deem all non-earners as potential earners.

The Commission assessed the lost opportunity principle as
mainly applying to young adults and children who have not yet entered the workforce. This may be because of "the sentimental concern felt widely in our society for the young, who are seen in this situation as never having had a chance to prove themselves." However, Fiona Tito argues that every person who is not an earner is a potential earner. This would provide a far more useful and consistent philosophic base for compensating non-earners. "As a philosophical base, it has the merits of simplicity and of consistency with that chosen for earners. They are both based on the concept of loss of earning capacity—one actual and one potential." While this approach may be conceptually sound in that it accords with the base chosen for earners, it is still fraught with difficulties. Not every person who is a non-earner is a potential earner. What of those non-earners such as homemakers and parents who have no intention of joining or returning to the workforce? What of very young children or babies who are incapacitated? How does one assess their potential earnings? Such is the extent of the inherent problems for non-earners when the chosen base for the compensation is earnings-related.

The policy choices of the Law Reform Commission: Should they apply in a national compensation scheme?

The final policy choices of the Commission were presented in the 1984 Report. What follows is a brief summary and evaluation of those choices and an assessment of their applicability to a national scheme.

After tentatively concluding in the Working Paper that non-earners should be compensated for loss of economic capacity in cases of long-term disability, the Commission finally settled on a flat-rate principle. Thus, non-earners who are incapacitated for two years or more will be eligible to a notional earning capacity of 50 per cent of the average weekly earnings. The Commission did not propose to provide monetary compensation for loss of economic earning capacity to those non-earners suffering short-term injuries. Non-earners, whose incapacity lasts less than two years, are still eligible for a number of other benefits detailed in the scheme. Non-earners or their families will be provided with household services for a period of four weeks from the date of the accident. After four weeks, the provision of household services would be subject, in effect, to a means test. The criteria for this test are: the benefits and compensation already provided to the victim or the family arising out of the accident; the income of the spouse; and the resources, financial or otherwise, which
are available to the household family members to meet the need for household services. It is proposed that the provision of these services be made through existing government or private agencies. In addition to household services, personal attendant care may also be provided. Such care will be provided through existing agencies, but the proposed Accident Compensation Corporation will have the power to pay a member of the family for personal attendant care of the victim. One of the most novel benefits detailed by the Commission is the allowance for emergency family support. In order to allow a spouse or child to be with the accident victim in the hospital or at home in the first month after the accident, the Corporation will pay the travel expenses and loss of earnings to the family member, up to a period of four weeks. This provision is not only novel, but is a good example of the way the Commission has shifted the emphasis in accident compensation from the provision of monetary compensation to the injured person, to attempting everything possible to alleviate the suffering of the victim. Allowing the injured person’s family, including de facto family, to attend to the victim while in hospital is a most welcome step forward. The Commission also proposed that the Accident Compensation Corporation assist in the accommodation of disabled persons. This will be achieved by granting home loans, providing home modifications, or arranging institutional accommodation. These services would probably not be offered to victims of short-term incapacity.

The mobility of the accident victim will be assisted by the Commission’s proposals for vehicle modification and/or purchase, and a mobility allowance of 5 per cent of average weekly earnings ($21 per week, in June 1984) to severely disabled people. The allowance will be payable after a six-month period.

Non-earners who suffer from a permanent disability will be eligible for the lump-sum payment depending on the extent of the disability. The payment is intended to compensate for non-economic loss and will act as solace to the injured person. Non-earners who suffer in the long term will be eligible to apply for increased benefits by claiming a potential for advancement. Those who can demonstrate that their earnings would have increased or that they would have commenced earning but for the accident, and the earnings are substantially greater than the notional earning capacity, will be entitled to more compensation.

Evaluation

In evaluating the Commission’s treatment of non-earners it is important to understand the extended definition given to earners.
A person will be regarded as an earner if he or she were in full or part-time employment (a) at any time during the eight weeks prior to the accident; (b) for at least 13 weeks during the year before the accident; or (c) for at least 26 weeks during the two years prior to the accident. The definition also includes people who have made firm arrangements to enter the workforce after two years from the date of the accident (assessed after six months of incapacity). This extended definition demonstrates the lengths the Commission has gone to in order to accommodate as many non-earners in the earnings-related parts of the scheme as is philosophically justifiable. However, a substantial portion of the 57 per cent formerly identified would still be excluded.

In formulating its treatment of non-earners, the Commission has utilised aspects of three of the principal assessment options described earlier. There is a flat-rate principle, after two years' incapacity, a substitute services principle in all cases, with limitations, and a sort of lost opportunity principle. The lost opportunity principle was not recommended in the way that some commentators would have preferred. It will be available (in the form of the potential for advancement provision) only after two years, and would not assist incapacitated non-earners in the short-term.

The Commission decided against compensating non-earners in the short-term for loss of economic capacity because of the "strong" argument that they have suffered no demonstrable loss of earnings or earning capacity. This is not really an argument, as such. It is the pure logic of an earnings-related scheme. Non-earners are by definition excluded and any concessions that are granted to them are exactly that—concessions.

The choice of two years as the length of short-term incapacity should be questioned. The Commission recognized that the decision may have been an arbitrary one. "This is not necessarily the most appropriate period and, if anything, we may have erred on the side of caution in selecting a period which permits only the most seriously incapacitated non-earners to claim compensation for loss of earning capacity." It is suggested that the above is an understatement to say the least. Working within their earnings-related compensation model, the Commission could have considered other possible options for determining the length of short-term incapacity. Why, for instance, was a one-year period not considered? The Commission could have considered a graded method whereby notional earning capacity would be assessed at, say, 30 per cent average weekly earnings after six months, 40 per cent average weekly earnings after one year, and 50 per cent after
two years. This would be fairer treatment for the many non-earners
who would not be fortunate enough to establish firm employment
commitments at the time of the accident, or those who could not
establish a potential for advancement after a two-year period.
Accordingly, the Commission could have considered a reduced
period for non-earners claiming for potential for advancement.
A non-earner, whose notional earning capacity commenced six
months from the date of the accident, should have the benefit of
claiming for potential for advancement from that date.

All of this, of course, would cost much more money. However,
if the earnings-related compensation provided to earners in the
scheme were limited to six months, as argued in Chapter 2, there
would be substantially more funds to distribute to the 57 per cent
majority. There would easily be enough to provide all non-earners
with some level of notional earning capacity from the date of their
injury. This should have been recommended by the Commission.
After six months, both earners and non-earners would receive a
standard periodic flat-rate amount. There could even be enough
funds left to further extend the support services and rehabilitation
provisions.

Considering, however, that the Commission did recommend
an earnings-related scheme, it has certainly gone to great lengths
to accommodate non-earners. Apart from the long period for short-
term incapacity, the extended definition of earners, the provision
of substitute services, attendant care, accommodation and mobility
provisions, rehabilitation, potential for advancement, and the
lump-sum provisions for permanent partial incapacity, all add up
to a great deal of consideration for non-earners in a limited State
transport scheme.

However, what this seems to reveal is a fundamental contra-
diction in the Commission's work. On the one hand, there is the
generally discussed and accepted method of traditional earnings-
related compensation. On the other hand, there is quite consider-
able attention given to rehabilitation and on-going care and
support for accident victims. The contradiction appears in the
conflicting aims of restitution, which focuses on the past, and a
care-based system which looks at the present and the future. Both
these systems are present in the Commission's work. The
difficulties will be considered in the final section of this book.

Non-earners in a national scheme

The New South Wales Law Reform Commission argues that its
transport accidents scheme can be extended to, and integrated
with, a national comprehensive compensation scheme. In our view, the Scheme is based on sound principles and is capable of universal application. Nonetheless, we recognise ... that there is no single solution, or set of solutions, to the policy questions posed by the preparation of no-fault scheme. It has been clearly demonstrated that this is true. But the statement could be interpreted by some as a "cop-out" regarding the realities of the future extension of the scheme into a national one and the eventual extension of the scheme to cover not only all cases of personal injury, but all forms of incapacity caused by sickness as well. This was the goal of the Woodhouse Committee.

The approach to non-earners taken by the Woodhouse Committee was significantly different from the Commission's. In its proposed national scheme, the Woodhouse Committee gave non-earners a notional weekly earnings figure of $50 (in 1974) payable after only 21 days of incapacity, in addition to a periodic payment of 60 per cent of average weekly earnings for permanent partial disabilities, and a lump sum of up to $10,000 for cosmetic impairments of real significance. This was offered together with a fully coordinated national rehabilitation programme.

In a future national scheme, non-earners should be entitled to some level of notional economic capacity from the date of the incapacity. As argued above, this could be achieved by paying earnings-related compensation to earners for a maximum of six months. After that, both earners and non-earners should be entitled to the provision of a flat-rate benefit. Thus, the principle of comprehensive entitlement—equal treatment for equal claims—could be implemented, and the provision of compensation would only depend on past workforce status for a minimal six-month period.

The Commission commented that, in the future, the benefits to non-earners in the proposed scheme could improve. "It would, of course, be open to the community to devote more resources to compensating incapacitated non-earners and thus increase the figure chosen to represent notional earning capacity. It has been argued that the community should compensate non-earners in the short and long terms. Such compensation should be above the present social security arrangements, and definitely not below the poverty line. However, it is not at present, and will not in the future, be "open to the community" to devote more resources to non-earners. Such a decision would be made by the legislators in conjunction with the advice and opinions of the interest groups that presently dominate the accident compensation debate. It is
suggested that the Commission is mistaken if it believes that the "invisible majority" of the population could somehow mobilise itself and initiate better provision for non-earners in the scheme.

The most valuable contribution the Commission has made to the treatment of non-earners is the rehabilitation and continuing attendant care and services proposals. These proposals indicate a strong emphasis away from the traditional concept of compensation. Because compensation invariably means money, the provision of these services per se is not considered to be part of the compensation. However, the Commission has consistently argued in its Report that the provision of these services should be an integral part of a compensation scheme.

If the legislators could make a commitment to the provision of rehabilitation and on-going care services to both earners and non-earners (and such provision must be as of right) the demand for monetary compensation that has been influenced by the common law will diminish. Then, our scarce resources could be directed to where they are most needed.

What follows is an examination of the current swing among law reformers away from traditional compensation goals to a broader concept of community responsibility in a care-based system.

**From compensation to care**

*Introduction*

One of the basic principles of tort law which applies to both personal injury and property loss is the principle of *restitutio in integrum*. The theory of this legal principle is that as far as possible, the injured victim should be returned to the same position which he or she was in immediately before the injury.115 "Of course, in the great majority of personal injury cases, full compensation in the whole physical and mental reconstruction sense, is a practical impossibility. Thus, when the plastic and other surgeons, together with the physicians, physiotherapists, and psychiatrists have done their best, dollars must suffice as adequate compensation for the victim's residual, continuing lack of physical and mental wholeness. Money damages may console but they cannot make the victim whole again."116 In practice, the traditional view is that the law can deal only with monetary compensation and cannot provide for continuing care and rehabilitation. The law is effectively prevented from providing on-going care facilities because of the operation of the "once-and-for-all" rule that damages can be assessed once only. If the victim's condition
worsens, he or she can have no "second bite of the apple".\textsuperscript{117} There is an emphasis emerging on rehabilitation and care for accident victims in current reform initiatives. This trend is described by Colin Phegan\textsuperscript{118} who argues that the proposed New South Wales scheme involves a "significant redirection of resources towards the prevention of accidents and minimisation of their consequences through rehabilitation". A care-based model would be fundamentally different from the compensation model, with its stated aim of restitution. Compensation is concerned with making good a loss, as far as possible, with money. It is a system which is backward-looking, in the sense of assessing entitlements. However, a care-based system is concerned only with the present and the future of the accident victim.\textsuperscript{119} "Its principal concern is not what has been lost, but rather what can best be done to maximise recovery and alleviate suffering. This may often mean provision of services and long-term attendant care rather than monetary payment".\textsuperscript{120} One of the major components of a care-based system is rehabilitation. But the scheme should not stop there. It must include the provision of long-term attendant care and substitute services. It is directed as much to those who cannot be fully rehabilitated as to those who can. For them, the long-term care provisions will attempt to achieve what the common law is generally regarded as being incapable of doing.

**Major recent care initiatives**

In 1974, the Woodhouse Committee presented a plan for a nationally coordinated rehabilitation scheme. The Committee spent much time and resources developing its policy and plans. The goal of complete rehabilitation was deemed to be a primary objective of the scheme. That objective was given so much detailed attention (it occupied the whole of Volume Two of the Report) Geoffrey Palmer was prompted to comment, "The recommendations were so full and so detailed that they amounted to a cornucopia for the disabled".\textsuperscript{121} The more recent emergence of care and rehabilitation initiatives is outlined by the New South Wales Law Reform Commission in the Final Report.\textsuperscript{122} The Commission referred to the new rehabilitation provisions of the Victorian no-fault motor accident scheme, the operations of the comprehensive New Zealand scheme, and the international developments spearheaded by the United Nations.\textsuperscript{123} The Commission further stated that: "There has also been a considerable amount of public attention focused on the problems faced by disabled people in the community through various
The Commission has made extensive recommendations for rehabilitation in its transport accidents scheme. The proposed Accident Compensation Corporation would have the power to ensure the provision of rehabilitation and support services through a separate Rehabilitation Section. Apart from planning for a centrally controlled rehabilitation service utilising existing public and private facilities, the Commission also looked much further into the future. Because there is no single co-ordinator of rehabilitation and support services at present in New South Wales, the Commission predicted that a shortage of trained, qualified personnel would soon develop when the scheme was introduced, so they have planned for the development of training programmes for health care professions.

The inadequacy of the present rehabilitation and care facilities in this State is a major problem facing the implementation of a compensation scheme. In a report for the Council of Social Services of New South Wales called *Cold Comfort*, it was made abundantly clear that the situation is in urgent need of attention. The report was a regional analysis of the distribution and need for services for disabled people in this State. This extremely comprehensive report reached two “inescapable” conclusions. First, for New South Wales as a whole, there is an astronomical and across the board shortfall in services for disabled people. Secondly, with the occasional exception of the Northern Sydney area, this overall shortfall is reflected in varying degrees for all areas of the State and for all types of services for disabled people. One of the Commission's Research Papers also studies the provision of post-accident care in New South Wales. The Report stated that, at present, accident victims have to travel through a “maze” of services and agencies. "Among the determinants of the path followed by the victim will be the nature of the accident; how, where and by whom it was caused; the kind and extent of injury suffered; the victim's age, sex, ethnicity and marital status; the victim's educational, occupational, socio-economic and insurance status prior to the accident; the advice given to and the decisions made by or for the victim after the accident."

The ultimate aim of a national comprehensive scheme would be to abolish many of these variable factors. In a limited transport scheme, the cause of the injury would still be highly relevant. In a national scheme the causal requirement would be removed. In a national scheme, rehabilitation and support services would no longer be a “maze” and would be accessible to all injured persons regardless of the above factors that currently operate.
Can care and compensation co-exist?

If this country were willing to make a total commitment to a care-based system, there may be a fundamental conflict with the compensation system. As Colin Phegan states, earnings-related compensation may not have a place in a care-based system. Such compensation goes towards restitution in a monetary sense and does not aid in future rehabilitation and support. "Total commitment to a care-based system is unlikely to leave room for restitution of loss. To the extent that monetary compensation is payable, it must be justified as an aid to rehabilitation or as a necessary part of ongoing care and support, although within the latter, there is room for difference of opinion on how much support can be justified."\textsuperscript{131} The provision of monetary compensation may not of itself conflict with the goals of a care-based system. Monetary payments, even lump sums, could go part of the way towards rehabilitation. So, too, could periodic benefits as the need requires.\textsuperscript{132}

A truly comprehensive national scheme should facilitate the change from compensation to a care-based system. Both systems could co-exist, in the initial stages of reform, but sooner or later the change in emphasis to care must be made. This swing to a care-based system is the only way that equity and some semblance of equality can be achieved between earners and non-earners. The co-existence of two conceptually different personal injury schemes would operate against this goal.

If the vested interest groups and the legislators were committed to the goal of equality and equity in the treatment of accident victims, the "significant resources" to which Phegan referred earlier could be utilised in a much more organized, constructive and beneficial manner for the nation as a whole. The recommendations of the Commission have paved the way for such an approach.

No reform of accident compensation can be achieved in this country unless the political will exists, is mobilised and acted upon. The blueprints for reform have already been drawn. They have been drawn in extensive detail. Unfortunately, such reform does not depend upon political will alone. It depends very much on the attitudes of the interest groups. It is these groups that direct and control the debate to a large extent. The legal profession, the unions, the insurers and other groups must re-assess their positions and look towards the future. They must shed their legacies of the past and give the unfortunate victims of accidents a new and better start.
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APPENDIX

Nearly everyone has experienced some kind of accident in the past. It will be useful to outline the experiences of two people who have come into close contact with the compensation system. For their stories, this society has much to answer for.

In 1978, Peter was injured when his motor cycle collided with a truck driven by Robert. The accident happened on a winding country road which had no centre line marked. There were no witnesses to the accident. Peter said that as Robert was negotiating an S-bend, the truck straddled the centre of the road. Peter said he was unable to avoid a collision and the truck drove over the front wheel of his motor cycle and slammed the bike down on to his leg. Robert, however, asserted that he was driving on the correct side of the road when he saw Peter appear in front of him well on to the wrong side of the road.

The trial judge decided that the plaintiff, Peter, had failed to prove that his injuries had been caused by the defendant’s negligent management of the truck. Peter appealed. The Court of Appeal of the New South Wales Supreme Court looked at the trial judge’s attempt to reconstruct the accident by the examination of gouge marks and an oil patch on the surface of the road. It also considered the position of the truck and the motor cycle after the accident. The court concluded that there was not enough evidence to prove negligence on Robert’s part, and Peter’s appeal was dismissed. Peter had to pay all the costs associated with this action. He also had to pay for all expenses incurred during his disability. Why? Even though Peter has been contributing to the compensation fund for motor vehicle accidents through his compulsory third-party premiums, he was not entitled to compensation because he did not prove fault. What is the rationale for this selective nature of compensation? However, even when accident victims are able to prove fault, the compensation they receive is found to be inadequate.

Mr. Brown became a paraplegic as a result of a car accident in 1975. He was a qualified mechanic, 26 years old, and married with two children. He spent 10 months in a spinal unit and returned to his previous employment at a specially prepared workbench. He was able to establish fault, and in 1976 his claim was settled for $210,000 (gross) on the basis that he could continue to work. After deducting past medical, hospital and legal expenses, he received $186,000. He did not realise that these deductions would be made.

With his compensation, he bought a specially fitted car, invested in first mortgage home loans, repaid money owed to the Department of Social Security and later purchased a house. In 1979, three years after the settlement, a cyst developed on his spinal cord. Despite three operations, he has gradually lost the function of one arm and a hand. He is in danger of becoming a quadriplegic. He has been unable to work since 1981. His deteriorating condition has cost him a lot of money and nothing remains of his compensation payment. Mr. Brown currently receives the invalid pension. There is also the possibility that he will have to sell his house.

[1. The names are fictitious. The case is Angel v. Flemming, a decision of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Court of Appeal, 13th April, 1983. The case is part of a survey (Lump Sum Survey) conducted by the New South Wales Law Reform Commission Case Study Booklet (Research Paper No 2, 1984) [3.25].
2. The name is fictitious. The case study is found ibid in the Commission’s survey [4.17]]
The common law claims that it provides “full” compensation to victims of accidents. Mr. Brown’s case is but one of hundreds of cases that prove the common law wrong.

If a national comprehensive compensation scheme for personal injury were implemented, both Peter and Mr. Brown would be eligible for periodic compensation. They would be paid on a regular basis throughout the term of their incapacity. They may also be entitled to a lump-sum payment for any permanent disabilities. They would be entitled to a fully co-ordinated national rehabilitation service, and the provision of attendant care and services. They would have these entitlements as of right.
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Accident Compensation in Australia
No-Fault Schemes

Mark Anthony Robinson

Colin Phegan, of the University of Sydney, writes in his Foreword to Mark Robinson's book Accident Compensation in Australia - No-Fault Schemes:

"More than ten years have passed since the ill-fated attempt by the Whitlam Government, and later by Gough Whitlam himself as a private member, to introduce a national compensation scheme. In spite of the lapse of time, the philosophy of the Woodhouse Report, upon which the Whitlam legislation was based, remains as relevant today as it was when written in 1974.

This book, which takes up the story from 1974, includes an exposition of more recent proposals for reform of accident compensation law, only some of which have found their way into the statute books. The most important and far-reaching of recent proposals, namely the Transport Accident Scheme proposed for New South Wales by the New South Wales Law Reform Commission and the legislation for a no-fault Transport Accident Scheme in Victoria, are yet to be implemented.

The inappropriateness of a fault-based system financed from a compulsory third party insurance fund has been exposed repeatedly and the arguments are reproduced in the first chapter of the book. The remaining two chapters are devoted to a critical account of different benefit structures for no-fault schemes.

The publication of the book is particularly timely, given the uncertain future of proposed reforms in New South Wales, Victoria and also South Australia. Labor governments at both the State and Federal level have failed in their responsibility to elevate public debate on accident compensation reform . . .

In the face of such lack of commitment on the part of government, this book is a welcome reminder of fundamentally important principles. It also provides a most up-to-date account of what is, and what is not, happening at the legislative level. It is to be hoped that the book will reach a wide audience including not only lawyers who seek to properly inform themselves of the current state of the law and the choices available for its improvement but also every person interested in compensation reform."

The publisher, Legal Books Pty. Ltd. agrees with Mr Phegan and joins in recommending this book, which had its origin as an Honours dissertation for a Bachelor of Laws degree at Macquarie University in 1985, to the legal profession, academics and the general public all of whom must become aware of the complex and difficult issues that are involved in the accident compensation debate.
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